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In Our 97th Year
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Ryan Milk Blows Stack
es
'
The smokestack at Ryan Milk Co. was reduced to a pile of rubble early today as workmen felled the 110-foot
structure, which hasn't been used in nearly 20 years. The stack was removedto make rqoni for a new cooling
tank for bottled milk in the Grade A section of the local dairy plant, as part of the expansion of the plant to take
sere of the recently-added Midwest line. Water, Gas and Electric system workers were on hand to handle any
. emergencies.- as well as city fire 'and city police personnel. The stack was brought down much in the same
fashion as a lumberjack would handle a tall tree. The concrete around 'the base was notched out on one side,
and the steel support- rots were then cut this morning, removing support for one side of the stack,pcausing it to
fall. A pile of sand had been placed on the spot where the stack was to fall, and the landing place was only a few
reel west of the sand. Birds who formerly'made their home in the stack can be seen fleeing the falling structure
in the photos at left.
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Charges Filed Against Ammons
Spotlight Returns To Ford And
Carter Following Mates' Debate
HOUSTON (AP) — The campaign •
spotlight is back on President Ford and
Jimmy Carter after a brief interlude in
which _their running mates traded
sharlx-tongued.:, jabs ill an histOric _
debate that gave voters a variatioq on
familiar campaign themes.
, President Ford called Sen. Bob Dole
after the debate and told him, "You
were superb. You were confident. You
hit hard.but hit fairly." Then the
President 'prepared to campaign in
Illinois for farm votes.
After watching the debate in Kansaa_City, Mo., Democrat Aftrnmy Carter
telephoned Sen. Walter F. Mondale and'
said: "Fritz, you did great, man ... you
didn't get small, you didn't get mean,
you didn't get twisted in your ap-

A local physician has been charged
with two counts of trafficking in controlled subs;ance,,according to reports
from-KehluckrState
'
Dr,-, James Ray Ammons, 46. was
served a warrant at 1:24 p. m. Friday
charging two cdunks: trafficking in a
controlled substance, to wit DilaUdid,
Schedule Two narcotic digt„. and

trafficking in a controlled substance,
to wit cocaine, also a Schedule Two
narcotic statute, both in violation of K.
R. S.- -218A- 140, 'according to-local
authorities.
The warram was issued in Murray on
Friday?, byi County Judge Robert 0.
Miller. Dr. Ammons was,released on
$2,500 bond.

Ina Search of the AJtunons home, ii
Highway 641 Nor . a corisiderable
ainount of mar" ana was found, according • to- ',Me police,- as -Well .as-several other types of drugs, which
ha Ve yet tifibe analyzed.
'
The arrest Was made after 4n investigation involving Kentticky. State Police and Murray City Police..
•

important, they were trying to avoid
proach."
Carter called a morning news conthe sort of gaffe that might lose votes.
ference today in Kansas -City, Mo.,
But both Mondale and Dole seemed
before leaving for campaign ap[tore willing than Carter and Ford had
pearancesin Ohio.
been during their debates to let fly with
In his telephone conversation with his
verbal swings at each
roundhouse
thr
vice pfesidential running mate Friday
other.
night, Carter said: "I've never been so
-I think Sen. Dole has richly earned
sure as tonight that) I made the right
his reputation-as a hatchet man here
choice. I was really proud of you. It
t &Ugh t," Mondale said at one point.
sho'''wed tonit you're completely
qualified to be president. I'm just glad
"I get a little tired of Gov. Carter•I'm not running against you."
antibusiness attitude," said Dble.
For .78 minutes, three more than
know they get great support, moneiar\
scheduled, the two men who've served
together in the Senate for nearly eight . support from George Meany (president
years, stood oh the stage of the Alley -- of the AFL-CIO.) In fact, I've beer
suggesting George Meany is- probabl%
Theater and tried to win voles for the
men at,the top of their tickets, Equally.._ Sen. Mondale's makeup man."
_

Skinner Named Outstanding Ag Grad
Roy' E. Skinner . of the Jackson
Purchase
Production •, Credit
Association PCA) in Mayfield has
been named as the Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus of the Year for
1976 by the Agriculture Alumni
Association of Murray State University.
A 1953 graduate of Murray State,
Skinner has been involved in numerous
projects related to agriculture during
11 years with PCA and prior to that as a
vocational agriculture teacher and
commercial farm service representative in the area.
His selection makes him the 1241
Murray State agriculture alumnus to be
awarded the.honor. lie was recognized
at the annual association dinner
meeting on Homecoming Eve Friday

Freeze Warning
Freeze warning tonight. Decreasing
cloudiness arid cool today. Highs in the
mid 50s. Clear and much colder tonight
with freezing temperatures. Lows in
the mid 20s. Clear and cold Sunday with
Kighlin the mid 40s.
tonfiveuetwww-4ie

Roy Skinner
evening at the Colonial House
Smorgasborthere.
-' Previous winners have been: .
Dr. Joe H. Jones, Southerritlinois
..University faculty, 1975; Dr. Charles.
Chaney, -Murray ,State facility. .1974;..
.br. • Lowell.. E. Wilson, Auburn

University faculty,, 1973; charleMagness, Mayfield, 1972; Charles IN,1
Moon, Fulton County, 1971; Joe Dick
Murray, 1970;,
Dr. Walter Wood,
chairman of the Department of Anima]
Sciences at Purdue University, 1969:
State- Sen. Pat McCuiston, Pembroke,
1968; William Ralph Alexander.
Sturgis, 1967; -James L. Pry.r.
Mayfield, 1966; and Mandl Vim, n
,
Murray, 1965.
Pryor, president of the associattor.
presided at the meeting, during wbierr
two freshman agiiehlture majors al
Murray. State Were recognized as the
winners., of $200 A. Carman-MS1
Agriculture Alumni Scholarships 1-1976-77. They are:
Jada Lamoyne Brittain, a 1976
graduate of Farmington High Schoei.
and William Bradley Heinea,..a_ 197_t_
graduate of Crittenden County High
School. •
Skinner, who earned the M. A. n,
education at Murray State in 1968, is
former president and lifetime member
of the Agriculture Alumni Associatior.+
at_Murray State. He is apember of!hai
organization's scholarship selection
committee.

LONG LIVE THE QUEEN—Fla4ed by Murray High football Captains Donnie Winchester (right)and And Ryan (left)
Homecoming queen Donna Hughes(upper left photo)savors what has to be a super moment in the life of a younr
lady as she stands before the crowd as the absolute center of attention. After waiting out the decision (upper right)
A to who was to be the Homecoming queen Donna Hughes is presented her bouquet by last yearS queenElizabeth Whitmer. Queen Donna Hughes,(lower right) daughter-Of Mrs. Glenda Hughes and Brent Hughes., shovys a
royal smile as she views the Murray-Marshall County football game with her court. Donnas attendents are Gwen
(faufester ol Mks Ora
Regina BumphiV(ii-gbt),
Purdom,(left) daughter of Mrs. Mona Purdom and Pete Puidom,
b. Itarn, Wiliam Ore,.
Photo,
Staff
Nei)Bumphis.
411111111101/11MIMM303
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Welcome Back Murray State University Alumni

s
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IcA0 COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
By Abigail Van Buren

Checked His Guns
On Wedding Night
DEAR ABBY: I just read about the girl who spent most
of her honeymoon writing thank you notes for her wedding
gifts. Well, I've got that one beat.
On my wedding night the dude I married sat up all night
loading and unloading shotguns. When I finally got him to
was_ialLa sleep
come to bed., all
I should have known he was a dingbat right then and
there, but he'd been awfully good to me before we were
married; he. was a perfect gentleman, and he never laid a
hand on me.
He's a millionaire and hardly ever works. He bought me a
car, a real fur coat and a diamond watch. I think he's a dope
eater because he's high for a spell then fades fast. He's 40
and I'm 24, and have my whole life ahead of me. The big
problem is that he doesn't care one thing about sex and I do.
He swore if he ever caught me with another dude, he'd kill
me. I'm his fifth wife. Should! stick around or not'?
EVERYTHING BUT LOVE
DEAR EVERYTHING: So far, your marriage reads like
• Hitchcock thriller, but you'll have to write the, ending
yourself. Stick around if you like, but a man who threatens
to kill is more than a dingbat. He's dangerous.
DEAR ABBY: While watching a baseball game with two
of my girlfriends, some boys from another town asked us
ho‘k old we were.
One girl said she was 13, and the other said she was 14.
They're both 12
The girl who said she was 14 was trying toiget a boyfriend. I think , if a girl a ants a boyfriend she shoyld give
her right 'age, don't you"
TWELVE AND HONEST
DEAR TWELVE: Honesty is always the best policy.
Lying about one's age can become habit-forming. Teenagers add a year or two, but after 40, they start subtracting.
DEAR ABBY: With reference to the letter from the
woman who said she liked her neighbors but was satisfied
with her own religion and -resented their trying to sell her
on theirs iMormon.
That sweet woman had only to say to the young missionaries, "Thank you, but no thank you," and that would have
been the end of it.
We as members are asked to extend friendship to neighbors, to tell them about the Gospel and to be missionaries
wherever we are, in the way we live and act—by example.
Our missionaries apply no pressure, knowing that man
was given his free agency to choose his own religion.
We are converts to the Church of Jesus Christ Latterday
Saints, and can attest to the fact that our conversion has
brought harmony, happiness and fulfillment to our entire'
family.
GLAD WE LISTENED
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed. stamped (24e) envelope.
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Monday,October 18
Saturday,October 16
Methodist
Dexter-Hardin
Homecoming
Murray State
will meet for supper at
Men
parade will start at 9:30 a. m. seven p.m. at the church with
Mike Miller as speaker.
Captaih - Wendell Oury
meet
will
Chapter Zitie DAR
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
at the home of Mrs. Ray will ,meet in the Calloway
.
Munday.at 1:30 p. m.
County Court House court
room at seven p.m.
and
_Rangers
The
Rangerettes willtave a W.0.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
MSU
W. bus in the
Presbyterian Church,
First
Homecoming parade. Any •
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
ride
to
wishes
member that
ELM.
the bus in the parade should be
Lot
Parking
Municipal
at
Community
Continuing
before eigbf a.m. The bus will
Nursing Education meeting
eight
at
lot
parking
the
leave
a.m. to get in line for the will be. held at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
parade.
conference room at 7:30 p.m.
with Susan Usrey as speaker.
Annual Bean Supper for
Martin's Chapel United
Tuesday,October 19
Methodist Church will start at
Wives Auxiliary of the
5:30 p.m. at the church. Cost
will be $1.50 adults, 50 cents Calloway County Fire-Rescue
children. Program by Treva Squad will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at seven p.
Mathis will be at 7:30 p.m.
m.
Homecoming open dance
Stars
and
Stripes
will be at Murray Country
Club from nine p. m. to one a. Homemakers Club will meet
m. Tickets are $10 per couple. at the Extension Office at
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Housden seven p. m.
are chairmen.
. Murray Assembly No. 19
Bazaar and flea market will Order of the Rainbow for Girls
be at Uncle Willie's Trading
will meet at seven p. m. at thePost at - Midway from nine
?•
Masonic Hall.
a.m. to five p.m., spOnsored
by Women's Department of
Style Show, sponsored by
Reorganized Latter Day
Music Department, Murray
Saints Church.
Woman's Club, will be at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
Murray School. of Practicial eight p. m,
Nursing will have a bake sale
in front of Littleton's starting
,Dexter Senior Citizens will
at eight a.m.
meet at 9:30 a. m. at ComSunday,October 17
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Men will meet at
seven a.m.-for breakfast at the
fellowship hall with Sgt. Iris
Crawford as speaker.
Proofs of pictures taken in
the financial project of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
shown at Holiday Inn at times
designated.
Monday,October 18
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
will have a bingo night for the
senior citizens at the Ellis
C,enter from 6:30 to nine p.
be
will
.Featured
entertainment, prizes, and
refreshments.

eo

Beautiful hair needs expert care.
Take time out regularly
to -visit your local beauty salon.
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Roller Skating

J. N. Williams €hapier of
UDC will meet with Mrs. Ray
Munday.

NATIONAL

Drake

Your Individual Horoscope

program, and later to club
Homemakers
Wadesboro
house for business and
Club. will meet with Mrs. Wes
refreshments.
Fulton at 1:30p.m.

Hairdressers

Frances

7Pe

FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 17, WM
Look in the section in which practicality. Sometimes ...even
your birthday comes and find good ideas may not be imwhat your outlook is, according mediately feasible.
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) leirki
#
Frances Drake
ARIES
Your incentive and- vigor
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 200 TA should be at a peak now. Your
Bow to the demands of creative urges will also be
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 18, 1976
present circumstances until you strong, and-may impel you to do
tainable plateau. Don't strive
Look in the section in which
have time to really plan a new something outstanding.
for the unreasonable. Negotiayour birthday comes and find
and more profitable course. CAPRICORN
tions scheduled? Engage in
what your outlook is, according
Sharpen your fine mental gifts. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 31/
them quietly, purposefully.
to the stars.
You may have an annoying
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 21) titc4? situation with which to deal, or
ARIES
(Dee. n to Jan. 20) IC
E'riends will be especially some complex problem. But
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA • Especially favored under
helpful now — especially in your optimism and know-how
Keep on your toes now.
day's somewhat unusual but, on
being able to supply some much will turn things to advantage —
Sudden intrusions or inthe whole, friendly aspects:
needed information. Act on it if you remain up to standard.
eecretarial and clerical work;
terruptions in your work area
AQUA,RIUS
immediately.
.
mathematics, science and
will call for unusual diplomacy
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
no9
confidential matters.
in handling.
You may have to revise some
( May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
You rarely "forget" an plans, change tactics, perhaps
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
obligation, but right now you hold a conference or two. But, in
• Your ambitions can be given
Venus influences beneficent.
could overlook one through the end, what you do well now
full rein now. Map route for the
Take advantage by pressing on
haste. Be alert to the fact and, will produce substantial
coming week along sound lines.
toward worthwhile objectives.
with diligence, you will dividends later.
You are in a fine position to
Occupational matters
remember — and fulfill.
PISCES
make long-range plans.
etpecially favored.
CANCER
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 4)
PISCES
GEMINI
(June 22 to July 23)
Pisceans are ,noted for their
( May22 to June 21) noffr (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
You should have little op- extraordinary-intuition, a gift
Face possible changes with
Poise and perseverance are
position now unless you look for which will prove invaluable
day's top requirements. Choose
equanimity. With YOUR knowit — which you can do witlessly. now. A hunch could send you off
how and ingenuity, you can
the most appwiate,pal, and
Sow the seeds of good will and into entirely new directions —
cope. Romance in 'high favor.
plan for its aChievernent carekeep your counsel discreetly. with ultimate benefit and profit.
CANCER
fully.
LEO
(June 22 to July 23)
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY, like the
You could make a profitable
YOU BORN TODAY are
Be careful of details, dispel Scales which your Sign
financial deal but, even if
Libra,
a
governed by the Sign of
doubts and a trend.to misun- represents, are endowed with a
asked, keep the details to
symbol of justice, friendship
derstandings. You can avoid great sense of justice; would
ourself. Some would gladly try
and humanitarianism. You can
possible fricti,on if you are on make an excellent jurist, arto take advantage of your good
accomplish a great deal in a
your toes, thinking ahead every bitrator or mediator. You have
fortune.
lifetime, but must learn to curb
step of the way.
a great love of color and beauty
LEO
your emotions and a tendency
but you are practical enough to
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/2-tiC2 toward excessive- pride. You 4(hug. 24 to Sept. 231 W011. realize that, unlike many other "
Certain complexities need
have a lively imagination and a )4!- Itit is a day for rest, take it: Librans, you probably could not
unravelling, and YOU can right
gust love of beauty, but may
Do not engage in needless ac- commercialize art to any great
them. A good day for handling
express, both in intellectual
tivity and tire yourself beyond extent. You would do mUch
tricky situations, mediating' forms rather thati in artistic
reason. In tasks, be thorough, better in the theater, Where you
disputes.
ventures. You have a talent for
but anxiety-free.
could shine as actor, producer
VIRGO
writing which, coupled with a
LIBRA
or director. Also, —you have
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) V1011. strong discriminatory sense,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An unusual business acumen and
If things are not going as well
would make you an outstanding
Planetary influences some- could easily accomodate
as they should, do not let
literary or"dramatie" critic. In
what mixed. Be constructive in yourself to the hustle and bustle
matters rest. Pitch in and try to
fact, the theater in general is an
planning, tenacious in irn- of a big corporation — and, with
get them back on the right
excellent medium for your
plementing. System with rather remarkable ease rise
track. A new offer may be worth
talents. Other fields in which
flexibility needed.
quickly to executive status.
munity Center.
you could excel: the law,
looking into.
SCORPIO
Traits to curb: moodiness and
LIBRA
statesmanship, diplomacy and
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
undue insistence on being the
business counseling.
Ellis Center will be open (Sept. 24 totict. 23) an
You can demonstrate your center of attraction. Birthdate
A
pleasant surprise due. You
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
ability to be original and of: Robert Lansing, Amer. ,
imaginative now, but, at the statesman; Rita Hayworth and
for Senior Citizens. Door finally receive assurance that
your ideas are sound and will be
same time, concentrate on Montgomery Clift, film stars.
knockers for the bazaar "will
carried out
bringing a
be at 10:30 a. m.and 2:15p. m. tremendous increase in your
411.
•
RETURN HOME
with band practice at one p.- prestige.
Mrs. Jessie Mason and Mrs.
m.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)- nker• Tempest Paschall have just
ofMurray
returned home after a bus tour
Murray TOPS Club will,' Don't head into colitliliCadons: steer a clear course.
with the Graves County Senior
Hwy 641 N
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Speak softly; but with
Citizens to the New England
Church at seven p. m.
Regular
Sessions
7-30
- 10 Mon thru Sot and Sunday 2 to 4
decisiveness, and DO avoid States and Canada including
Beginners Session Sot 10-72,8 2-4
restlessness and impetuosity.
traveled
Niagara
Falls.
They
ormultimedia
An exhibition
SAGITTARIUS
over three thousand miles and
Parties by Appointment
works by Rebert Manley , (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31(
Focus ambitions on an at- were in fifteen states.
former MAirray State facult
member, now of Providence
open in the Clara M.
R.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, and continue through November 7.
NATIONAL:"

Proofs of pictures taken in
financial project of Murray
Wednesday,October 20
Woman's Club, will be shown
Sewing Class for Sanior
at Holiday,- Inn at times Citizens will be at Ellis Center
designated.
from ten a. m. to noon. For,
transportation call 753-9725
County the day before or by 9:15 on
Calloway
Association for Retarded this date.
Cltizens will meet at Robertson School gym at 7:30 p. m.
Swine Flu Clinics will be at
for program by Mrs. Susan MSU
and
Livestock
Hargrove's class.
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road,from one to seven
Penny Homemakers Club p.m.
will meet with Mrs. Alton Cole
at one p. m.
Senior Citizens will meet for
at Douglas Center from
Meal
Theta Department, Murray
11:45 a. m. to two p. m.
Woman's Club, will meet at
Activities will follow at 2:30 p.
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. m. for m.
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Our Local
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Mrs. Dorer
Is Officer For
District Auxiliary
- The 1976 St a;e Convention of
the Kentucky Association of
Chiropractors' Auxiliary took
place October 7th through 9th
'at Ken-Bar Resort.
The Secretary-Treasurer of
the First District Auxiliary,
Mrs. J. B. Dover of Hazel,
served as one of the. workers
at the Convention.
The State ladies were guests
on a bus tour of Land Between
the Lakes with stops at points
of interest and- watched !he
making of sorghum at Empire
Farm.'
They were guests at a..wine
and cheese luncheon and al a
dinner dance with the Doctors
with Oliver Hill's orchestra
and completed their convention on Saturday with an
annual Early Bird breakfast -and election of officers for the
coming year.
This Convention was he
60th Annual Educational
Symposium of the Kentucky
Chiropractors. The First
District
(7hiroprahic
Association of the RAC was
host:-

,
,%atikafaltw
llernhers: The ‘Iiirren .

Nfzii(mrd

I
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Ihrirdre.s.ser.. (Intl Cosnicioh),,...fiq..

Judy Adams
Judy 8, Shere's Becidty Salon
The Beauty Box
Leta's Beauty Salon
Brenda's Beauty Salon Lottie's Keeps-You-Neat
Sylvia Dalton
Murray Beauty Salon
Bessie Parker
Jo Dortch
Freda Steely
Ezell Beauty School
Hill Top Beauty Shop West Side Beauty Shop
Patty Ann's Salon of Hair Szyles
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-By University of Kentucky
low slung sash at the waist
-County Extension Agents
Scarfs are wrapped and
For Home Economics
Especially good for single- draped around
member and smaller families azid,body. A big blanket scarf
are items frozen in individual hung over one shoulder is an
servings. Items like spaghetti important look. Fringed
or stroganoff sauce and frozen serapes are a strong look.fruit alads can be frozen in Dean Roper; Mayfield.
foir-lined muffin tins or
,13e-static" spray. If your
custard cups. When solid,
zdirpeted floors cause you to
remove, drop in freezer bag
,
every time
'and return to freezer. -.,Pat receive a shock
you flip the light switch on or
Curtsinger, Benton.
off, you can "de-static"
switches by spraying them
- Between tr4ps„ to the
lightly with the new cling-free,
supermarket, keep a consoftener that
tinuous shopping list at home. antistatic fabric
you spray in the clothes drYer.
This...will save you emergency
--Juanita Amonett,Paducah.
trips to-the store for forgotten
items. - Judy Hetterman,
Hickman.
Flower bulb holder. You can
keep „flower bulbs dry and
'When winding a bobbin, hold unbroken by storing them in
the spool in place with a finger empty egg cartons.-Mildred
slightly pressing on the top of Potts, LaCenter.
the spool. During sewing, be
Pick. up small chips of
sure a felt pad is under the
spool. If the problem still broken glass with a used bar
persists, place a washer on top of soap; chips stick very well
of the spool, or extend the and the soap can easily be
spindle by placing.a straw,on disposed of when through. Maxine Griffin,Clinton.
it. -Jean Cloar, Murray.
Scarves are available in
every size and , variation, a
scarf can up-date last season's
looks or go with the newest
fasidons. Use a muffler
wrapped at the throat, or as a
- -

Keep a car windshield brush
in your kitchen for those
narrow, hard-to-get-at laces,
like behind the appliances,
bedroom furniture, etc. -- Sue,
Fraser, Bardwell.

Wallcove.,r%,.ings Can Give
Rcionii Aright New Look
STILLWATER,Okla.(AP) —
Thoughtful use of wallcoverings
can make a dreary room
bright, a long room look short
and a dull room interesting.
And, for those with limited
budgets, a. change in wallcovering can achieve an imof total decoration at a
traction of the cost.
•
Here are • some tips for redecorating with wallcovering
from Mrs. Bertha C. Nickel,
housing interiors specialist at
Oklahoma State University
•
here:
-A boldly patterned wailcovering with large flowers,
.graphiecor the look of tapestry
can make a sparsely furnished
room appear more cozy.
-High ceilings can be lowered with dark colors, or dramatic designs on the walls, and
low ceilings can be raised with
vertical stripes.
-Ugly pipes and ducts can
be camouflaged by covering
them With paint or wallcoverings to match the walls or
ceiling. '
-For a room without a view,
add one in the form of a mural.
-In the kitchen matching
vinyl wallcOverings on cabinets,
ceiling, and window shades
creates festive atmosphere.
-For a small, dull room, select a' stunning wallcovering

and use matching fabrics for
curtains and slipcovers. But
limit colors and quantity of furnishings because when a small
room becomes "too busy, it
seems smaller. '
—Wallcoverings in cool blues
and greens or in silver foil will
make a room seem cool; or
coziness .can be introduced
ough calico or guig'
dark browns, yellows and oranges.
Stretch home decorating dollars even further by learning to
hang wallcoverings yourself.
"You'll find ireasy and fun,"
Mrs. Nickel says.

Y:44,

Farris And McCuiston Vows Are
Solemnized, New Concord CIzurch

BY ANN LI. ALLEN

"I go to the store to buy
what I need, not to be tempted," writes a reader. "What
hints can you give me to secomplish that?"
Anyone who wantato shop
make a list that
takes advantage of her favorite store's layout. In other
words, make a market order
which- will list, in order of
appeigance on the shelves,
meats, fruits, vegetables and
dairy foods (milk, butter, r
cheeses and creams).
Recall' the arrangement at
your store Most stores have
these items around the outside edges. Thus you can
avoid going into the aisles
where temptations lie!
Breads, coffee, cereals,
cleaning powders are often at
the end of certain aisles so
you don't have to go all the
way in. And before you enter
an aisle, check if for soap,
cereal or canned goods, so
you do get in the right aisle.
Another -way to cut down
spending is to make a list, calculate it and take only so
much money with you. That's
a sure way to keep a tight
rein on the food purchases.
. Gives yourself a gold star,
or two or three, if you can
- skirt the outer - walla of -the
store where the expensive
items are displayed. Take only w
short steps into the aisles,
wrd fill your -list- in-- lust- 21minutes. It carwbe done! -

Rehearsal Dinner
Prior to the wedding the
groom's parents entertained M
the wedding party with a
dinner at the Colonial House
a
who • signed
Three awards from the Scott
Smorgasbord.
The bridal'couple chose this Kentucky Hairdressers and proclamation signifying the
were week of October 11-17 as
time to present their - at- Cosmetologists
,presented to the Murray Unit National Beauty Salon Week.
tendants wit h gifts.
of the National Hairdressers in Murray.
Prenuptial Events
The unit will make 0
Several prenuptial events for their accomplishments for
were held in honor of the bride the past year, as announced donation to the Muscular
by - _Sylvia Thomas, local Dystrophy fund with. the
which were follom,
Stiiw
-er it the Murray City president, at the breakfast money from the Bluegrass
Park with Mesdames Wendell. held at Perkins Pancake Style Show, the flea market,
members.
Allbritten, Clifforn Farris, J. House on Monday.
First place award was won and
.. Forty-seven members are
D. Geurin,Cohen Stubblefield,
and Chesley Wilson as for the publicity of the Murray Listed on the Murray tibies
Unit. The other-awards were membership.
hostesses.
Shower in multi-purpose second for Best NBSW
The next meeting will be a
room at the Seventh and Program and second for Best Christmas party. to be held in
Poplar thurch of Christ with NESW Chilihnan•
December.
.
Officers of the unit this year
Mesdames Leon Adams,
James Harris, Ted Howard, are Mrs. Thomas, president,
Jim
Ragsdale, Learon Estelle Ezell, .• esideni•
McGary, and Kent McCuLston Charlotte Grogan,
Rosetta Burkeen, I
as hostesses.
Shower by the nurses at the and Retha Turner, historian.
New officers for the coming
Murray-Calloway County
rdean7 Debbie Nance,
Hospital with hostesses being
Mrs. David Hopkins and Mrs. president, Sylvia Thomas,
in foreign coon- vice-president, Kay Dalton, People liv
Gene Blanton. ,
can lea about visiting
tries
Hill,
Carol
Personal shower held at the secretary,
through e service
Brown,„ America Trailways
home of Mrs. Dee Farris with
'ntains
offices
and Wanda . _
overseas to ' assist - tr lers
Mrs. Farris, Mrs. Sam historian.
_ Sumner, and Mrs. J. H. Special guest at the meeting who want to tour.t.
was Murray Mayor John E. , United States.
Perkins as hostesse-s.

Mr. and Mrs. Glen
_
•
The marriamof Miss Dottie
Farris, daughter of Mrs.
Dorothy Farris and Leon
Farris of Miltray, to Glen
Thomas McCuiston,son of Mr.
Mrs. William D.
and
McCuiston, was solemnized in
a late summer wedding at the
New concord Church of Christ
with Bro. Edward Davis officiating.

en alcoholics: a-growing probrein

The gtoom was attired in_a\\TOM
tuxedo of black pants and'
white coal with a white ruffled .
Maria H. any
.1 Conrue S. are cated that one of every five al- - • Obvious intb-xication after
- Tennis Lineups .4re
shirt and' bow tie. His RkO v.O-men separated by a con- -coholics was a 'w&nan. now it only one or two drinks.
boutonniere was a yellow rose. tinent. • different life styles and is one out of three.
• Weight gain despite irregu•
Miss Vlcki Carraway age. Yet Mrs. H., a married, af- surW
Listed For Tuesday
eshy tednos.iownos.methne dirniankblilitPyretso- lare,eatitionugsehkatbeiptsi.n g neglect.
presided at the register table .fitient San Franciscan- in her
thirties and Miss S.. a deal with aciblems. boredom
Janna Hughes, captain of
and greeted each guest as they early
tifiyish secretary for a construe- and disappointments send many • Financial problems.
Group C of Women's Tennis of
entered the church.
• Absences from the job.
lion company in New York,
- .,,.
alcohol.
- • •
'the Murray Country Club'has
The bride's mother chose fo,tiai experienced many of the 1.o Women
is
the
who- drink to excess, fat you believe that alcoholitan
released the lineup for play on
wear a street length dress of same problems.
problem for' you or someexperts
say,
tend to lay
Tuesday, October49, at nine
Both have lost jobs, friends, blame on family disagreements. one you know, you should conThe.double ring ceremony soft green polyester- with a
enatfil their families and have Men .are more likely to attribute tact a physician, your clergya.m. as follows:
,_..r.:.was. performed before an matching jacket. The groom's
b en in trouble with the law. it to job problems. Women alco- man or a family counselor for
Lynn Stout, Janna Hughes,
mother
wore
a
street
length
hurricane
arrangement of
One has been involved in a serito guidance on where to, obtain
Patsy Miller, and Agnes
lainps that' stood upon diess-of aqua Woe'knit with a ous car accident. The other was holics are also more likely
lapse
into
deep
..
..
depressioo.Ahan
Payne.
pedestals, surrounded ' by . matching jacket. Both wore arrested twice for disturbing the, men alcoholics and ofien suffer hell"
Most insurance companies now
Kay Ray, Donna Keller,
with
white
floral baskets of yellow and gaphet orchids
make .available to alcoholics who
s peace. Why? Both are alcoholics, greater social isolation. ,.
Charlotte Gregory,and Nancy
While Maria H. is _currently
have been .placed under medical •
green daisy mums and while ribbons.
‘01
effective remedy ,
The
most
Fandrich.
• Reception . , . , attending Alcoholics. Anonymous, the stopiusm.endgical experts feel. superVision, disability insurarKe
snapdragons. A unity candle •
Donna Carr, Sharon Wells,
Ilich will cover them during
alcohol. .After w____
was lighted by the couple at 'Following the ceremony a meetings, Connie S. considers s todi
a
herself a problem drinker who the drinking is halted, the Prob- Pci
periods they are unable to kkOrk,
Pat Thompson, and Cecelia
the - conclusion of the reception Was held at the can't stop.
Brock.
responsible the Institute notes.
lems that have been
ceremony signifying the two church,
-.. treated.
.
Both, in their own way, typify for it can be better
A survey of 17 major insur•
The bride's table was the growing number of women
becoming one in marriage.
signs ance cempanies writing group
Calories Cut
• A quartet consisting of: covered with a yellow.cloth of all ages and walks of life who Too often, the, warning
disability income insurance in
One of the greatest misgo unnoticed by both the United States found that all
Charlotte
Lamb, Ernie Rob. overlaid with a white hemv constitute a third of this court- of trouble
pork
conconceptions about
them wilt cover loss 04 10.
and
her
04
alcoholic
woman
the
Bailey, Kent McCuiston, and med-stitched linen cloth, try's estimated 9 million alco- family. Recognized early, alco- ,
cerns calorie content, since
resulting ,from alcoholism
Health
InsurWine
holics.
reports
the
from the past pork r acquired
Karen McCuiston sang a centered with an arrangement
holism has a good chance of a Benefits, says the Institute,
a reputation as a "fatty" selection of prenuptial mu*. of yellow roses. The three- ance Institute.
___
will not begin until the alcoholic
Women according to a recent curt- meat. Actually research
The selections were "Be WIttt tiered wedding cake was gokernment survey, comprise the
Some of the, clues for detec.- has agreed to undergo treatment'
shows that many cuts Ark
to - overcome the problem. Once
Us Lord," "0 Perfect Love.
decorated with yellow roses laws( increase in the .problem tion are: , '_ .
are just. aS toe.' in _fat as
benefits star f ' they it)(irertlie -4,is Memory lapses
and "Happy the Home" and toped with white wed- drinking population in recent
similar cats of beef or lamb
long as the insured has ii email:iv_
Pork ruts on the market to- During the ceremony, Mrs. ding bells. Cake; punch, nuts, Seal's. While-past estimates "- II' -• Frequent falls.
day contain a larger propor- Lamb sang "The Lord's and assorted mints were
tion of lean meat than in
Prayer." Audio equipment served from crystal apformer years The cuts conwas operated by Harry pointments.
Buy it! Try it!
tributes e'er calories, which
Serving at the reception
Russell for the processional
. - pleases those on special
were. Mrs. Charlie Stuband recessional.
blefield, Mrs. J. D. Geurir.i,
Bride's Dress
The bride, given , in Mrs. Boyce McCuiston, Mrs.
marriage by her brother. Mary Davis, and Miss Kim
Ronald G. Farris, wore a Davis. Miss Lisa Mongown of delustered satin tgomery,- niece-of-the bride,featuring a fitted bodice and a distributed rice bags
The new Mr. and Mrs:
yoke of Chantilly lace. Lace
U you're not completely satisfied—and
are residing at - you'll
McCuiston
also capped the shepherdess
be the judge—notify us within 11
sleeves. 'The a-line skirt their Nine on Murray Route
days and we'll refund you the full
purchase PriZe. Of course you must give
defined with soft side pleats , Four. •
is, w other pro_pir care and use it as directed.
was also
with tareborder and formed the chapel
•
Nobody washes
length train.
1 15:1
clothes like Frigidaire :
Her elbow length mantilla
veil of white illusion cumplimented the gown with its
wide border of lace. She
carried a bouquet of cascade
fuji Mums' and
Murray Assembly No.
sweetheart with white car- Orer of the Rainbow for Girls
nations.
held its • regular •-meeting ttn
Mrs. Karen ,McCuiston v,-,ris Tuesday, October 5, at seven
the maid of honor, and Mrs p. m. at the Masonic Hall with
Marietta Walker, youngest -.Arida Knight as worthy adsister of the...bride...was J:re visor .and_livila_Coleman .4sa
only bridesmaid. They' 14 , ,r- mother advisor.
identical floor length gowns 1- An initiation was held wihhmint green polyester
the degrees of the order being
accented by cape • slet-. t• conferred upon Lisa Sutter.
They wore floral, headpi+-.cs
Members present .were
and each carried a casCad, h Deana
Seigler, Vickey
yellow fuji mums with ht Weatherford, .Rhonda PSIedd,
. yellow sweetheart rose ir. ;' e Mary Jane Estes, Krista
+center.Russell_ Linda °Knight, Kathy
Keht McCuiston, brothi- f Black, Lesa Robertson, Greta
the groom, ierved as 'p-1 Timmerman, an& Lana
man.
Lasater. Adults present
The ushers were
were Frances Chtirchill,
McCuiston, brother of
r Phyllis Rowland, Sybil
groom,and Gary Farris.1 ti Lasater, Marilyn Weathereach had a yellow carna:i ri ford, Twila Coleman,and Max,
boutonniere, and wore 1):,
Weatherford.
tuxedoes with 'white
!
The next meeting will be
shirts and matching bow ; •
October 19 at seven p. m.
caRd-

l

AM.

A traveler to a distant land
may feel unconsciously uncomfortable and is often surplisingly, glad ,to see something that reminds him of
home.

Frigidaire.
Heavy Duty
Washer

Congratulations Beauticians
Come In
and See
Our Complete
line Of
Uniforms
Feating
the
HOTTEST
FASHION

ITEM
The Uniitn m
Jumpsuit

State Awards Are•
Presented To The
Murray Hairdressers

Initiation Is
At Meeting

flan

Rainbow Girl.S

Notice of
Office Opening

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
is pleased to announce ,
the c, .>ning of the

Murray Chiropractic
Center
(Fornriarty kr, •ri Chiroprocl,r Ceni,
at 903 Sycamore, Murray, Ky
753-9909

Hours:

9-12, 2-6 Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.

9-12 Tues., Sat.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

The llurray Ledger & Times
\‘'ilter L. Appersen, publisher

\it 1{1( AY N1-.41S4nAl'Eli.S. Ira

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

Editorial

They Could
Go Fishing
a
be
should
There
moratorium on candidates'
-speeches.
The high office of President
of the United States has
degenerated into two ordinarily
fine men being goaded on by.
their political leeches into
saying things that if they were
in their right minds they
wouldn't ordinarily think of
saying.
This country is a-thousand
times bigger than any two men
in it, or any two parties in it.
These big politicians are so
serious about themselves and
their parties. This country has
gotten where it is in spite of
politics, not .by the aid of it.
much
That we have carried as political bunk as we have and
still survived shows we are a
super nation.
The difference *between a
politician and a statesman is
that the politician thinks of the
next election while the
statesman thinks of the next
generation.
+++;(These Words were not written
today. They were written 44
years, ago by the famous Will
Rogers dtu-ing the Presidential
campaign'of 1932 between Herbert Hoover and, Franklin D.
Roosevelt. But they„could just
as well have been s- written
yesterday to apply to the
present national campaign.
Rogers observed further in
1932 that "If by some divine act
of Providence we could get rid
of both these parties and hire

some good man, like any other
big business does, why we
would be Ititting pretty. This
-Great
(the
calamity
Depression) was brought on by
the actions of the whole world,
and not by a Republican or a
Democrat. So you two boys
( Hoover and Roosevelt) get the
weight of the world off your
shoulders" and go fishing. Instead of calling each other
names till next Tuesday, why
you can do everybody a good
favor by going fishing, and you
will be surprised, but the old
U.S. will keep right on running
while you boys are sitting on
the bank.
"Then come back next Wednesday and we will let you know_
which one is the lesser of the
two evils of you."
Will Rogers, who' was killed
several years later in a plane
crash in Alaska,' was one of the
great de-bunkers of all time.
The humorist and writer was
unawed by Presidents and
unimpressed by royalty or high
society. He said and wrote what
he thought as he saw it.
He believed in sparing the
public unnecessary campaign
speeches and political hot air.
If he were living today he would
probably plead for a cessation
of the "Great Debates" and
might bring us some relief from
the repetitions we will be
hearing and reading until
NoVernber 2. At least his sense
of humor would help us bear it
with a grin.

Rogers Says Carroll
Swaying On Carter
By Bill BERGSTROM
trying to get his message on morals
• Associated Press Writer
through a massage-parlour
preached
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — A KenRogers said.
magazine,"
has
leader
campaign
tucky Republican
by telephone in
reached
Sights,
charged that it's "becoming difficult"
Henderson, accused Rogers of using
fbr Gov. Julian Carroll to give his full
Democratic presidential "smutty campaign tactics."
support
He's grasping at straws, using every
nominee Jimmy Carter.
thing," Sights said.
negative
campaign
state
Harold Rogers,
Carroll has no difficulty
said
He
director for President Ford, cited
backing Carter.
"Carter-Mondale positioni on gun
"He knows Jimmy Carter is a hunter
control, abortion on demand and Carter
and that he Opposes any restrictions on
tax increases."
hunting guns and hunting weapons,"
Carroll ran against these things"
"and he knows Jimmy
when campaigning for governor, Sights said,
believe in abortion.
doesn't
Carter
conversation
telephone
a
in
said
Rogers
not support a
would
"He
following a Louisville news conference
constitutional amendment against it,
Thursday.
but he does not believe abortions are
Carroll was in Washington Thursday
morally right.
where he was named to head a national
with Gov.
Democratic get-out-the-vote group,and . "I have campaigned
Carroll all over Kentucky," Sights said,
could not be reached for comment.
seen him exhibit one
But Dale Sights, state Democratic "and I've never
to give his full
reluctance
of
iota
campaign director,said he has noted no
reluctance on the governor's part to endorsement to Jimmy Carter."
endors-erarter.
-Rogers said Carter was "slipping
badly" in Kentucky and that because of
this Kentucky "is being made a target
state" by he Republicans.
And they that went before,
This will mean "increased visitations
and they that followed, cried,
by advocates of President Ford,
saying, Hosanna. Blessed is he
stepped-up direct mail activities and
that cometh in the name of the
more paid political announcements in
Lord. Mark 11:9.
the media," he said.
Rogers noted that William Gorog, an
When things are going well it
economic aide to the president, was is easy to cry praises unto the
making campaign appearances Lord.
Do you praise Him also
Thursday and today in Lexington.
when
the
going gets tough?
Republican Congressman Jack
'F.dwards of Alabama will campaign on
Isn'
t It
Ford's behalf Sunday in Mount
Sterling, he said.
"We're working on some others," he,.
The principal cause for the
added.
conflict between men and
traditional
of
criticism
renewed
Rogers also
Carter's interview in the current issue ,women is the wonderful and exciting
anatomical fact that they are different;
of Playboy magazine.
He said seeing the interview "mixed women, of course, being more different
in with the most obscene pictures" is than men. For example, a woman has
"even more astonishing" than reading two fates—the family face and the
social face. A man has three—the right
earlier reports about it.
face,the left face,and about face.
candidate
presidential
"This is a
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Wholesale Index
May Be Misleading

Echoes From The Past
.-1 ciduntn of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. stories and f(lrnilv!totes.

Written By Judith A. Maupin
THE GRAND RIVERS
LAND COMPANY
in the years following the Civil War,
a man called Tom Lawson came to
Kentucky from Boston. Lawson was a
dreamer, an entrepeneur who was
looking for a place to put down roots
and make his dreams a reality.
Evidently, while traveling through the
area which we now call the Land
Between The Lakes, he was struck by
its beauty,as have been so many people
since then. Further, he believed that it
was possible to rejuvenate the iron
industry, which had pretty much died
out after the Civil War.
Lawson's dream was, in a way,
prophetic; he called his town Grand
Rivers, envisioning a city which would
stretch from the Tennessee River to the
Cumberland; connecting these rivers
would be a canal. He saw Grand Rivers
as the center of a great industrial
complex, based on the iron industry.
_elthoughlots in the town were sad to
speculators ,in Kansas, Michigan,
Indiana, and other states, most .of the
organization of the town was the result
of the Grand Rivers Land Company,
which Lawson incorporated in 1889.
This company, with a capitol of $3
million, provided by stockholders out
east, was empowered to buy and sell
real estate; build houses and public
buildings; operate canals and
railroads, mines and furnaces; pipe
natural gas; manufacture grain
elevators and cotton mills; establish
ferries; and many more choresiihich it
evidently never got the opportdnity to
do.
Lawson laid out the town in lots and
even constructed several houses which
were to be used by the officials of his
company. These were not cabins in the
wilderness, either, but spacious, twostoried dwellings, each with one or
more stained glass windows. A large
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brick school house was built, as well as
barracks to house the workers. There
was even a hotel for the use of visitors.
The iron industry, which was to be the
hub of the new industrial revolution in
Kentucky, operated for awhile, using
coke made from coal rather than
charcoal for fuel. But the ore which was
found between the rivers was not of a
good grade, as others had found before
Lawson,- and it soon rariout or became
too difficult t6 find. The furnace, which
, was soon sold and later closed,-paid..
from $2 to $3.50 per 12-hour shift, which
was a good salary then.
Much to Lawson's disappointment,
his supporters from the east soon
became disillusioned with his dream
and withdrew their support. At about
the turn of the century, within a decade
after he had begun his great venture,
Tom Lawson was bankrupt, returning
t, Boston. There he made a million
dollars in, another venture, which also
.soon folded, leaving Lawson to die a
broken, disillusioned pauper.
When we. drive thratigh the Land
Between The Lakes and visit Grand
Rivers now, we can almost see
Lawson's dream again; because it has
nearly come true, although in a way
much different from the way he had
pictured. The canal is there,connecting
.two magnificent lakes, and the town is
growing, aided by the tourist, not the
iron, industry. Few traces of Lawson's
town remain, but if you look up at the
trees, after the leaves have fallen, you
can see one reminder of Lawson's
dream. It is said that he was so fond of
the mistletoe that grew there that he
would send whole carloads of it back to
his friends in the east at Christmastime. So the mistletoe remains, a
memento of one man's dream of
greatness.

By JOHN CUNNIFF•
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — The Wholesale
Price Index leaped in September by a
10.8 per cent annual rate. It might affect, the elections. It might mean
economic troubles. It might change
investment decisions.
It might also be misleading.
While it is still early to make a
positive assessment that this is so, it
isn't too early to point out some of the
possible defects or limitations of the
•
index.
First Off, there is the opinion of some
professional economists that we should
disregard the index as irrelevant.
That's Iff-Siiinlon, but it's shared by
some knowledgeable people, including
Prof. Richard Ruggles of Yale, who has
a contract to study it. It is, he states,
"quite meaningless."
That a statistical index might be off
the mark, even known to be in error,
sometimes isn't considered a sound
enough reason for the federal government to issue a warning. As they say,
right or-wrong, tkie figures are the best
.available.
The WPI is based on list prices, but
list pricesaren't always being charged
these days. In some companies the list
is for show purposes only. It gives the
salesman the opportunity to offer
discounts from the list.
There are at least two widespread
reasontfor this practice:
1. The less than vigorous demand in
recent months.
2. Fears, probably unjustified, that a

Jimmy Carter victory would mean
price controls in 1977.
While it is difficult to prove that some
recently announced nicreases are to get
the new prices on record safely in
advance of any price controls, a lot of
informed people are fairly certain this
is so.
Whatever, those new prices in many
instances aren't the ones being
charged,and there is statistical support
for this statement.
Raw commodity prices, for-example,
fell rather than rose in September.
And a survey of National Association
of Purchasing Management members
showed theyeaWmallest percentage
of responses in which purchasers saidtt hey were paying higher prices.
In almost all statistical measures
there are conceptual difficulties that
sometimes lead to "aberrations."
There are also faulty estimates, and
frequently faulty seasonal adjustments. All these lead to later
revisions.

30 Years Ago

Harry I. Sledd, Murray, Loman
Trevathaa, Benton, and Carnie Hendon, Murray, have been elected as
officers of the Happy Valley District
Boy Scouts of America at the meeting
held at Benton.
Deaths reported include H. C.
Lawrence, age 76, Mrs. Ada Wear, age
62, Dr. J. E. Taylor,-William Robert
Merell, age 70, Mrs. Mattie Fredonia
Wilson, age 72, Mrs. John Hawthorn,
Mrs. J. L. Wall, age 63, Mrs. Lois Wall
O'Brien,age 28, and James Shankle.
A new business, Rickman'k Grocery,
Miss Doris Rowland has been named will open in Murray on October it
as "Business Woman of the Year" by
The First District of the Parentthe Murray Business and Professional Teacher Association held its 18th ahWomen's Club, according to Mrs. nual fall conference at Lynn Grove
Henry Warren, chairman of the High School on October 15.
Business Women's Week activities of
Officers of the Kentucky Dam Fox
the club.
Hunters Association are Leon Riley,
Robert Blalock of Murray placed Arley Larimer, L. W. Imes, and J. I.
second in the Junior, Yearling Heifer Linn.
Class of the All-American Junior
Marriages reported include Freda
Jersey Show at the Ohio State Mae Dunn to Hassel Kuykendall,
Fairgrounds, Athens, Ohio.
October 12, Willouise Miles to C. R.
Deaths reported include Charles Outland, October 12, • and Jane Marie
Lewis Cobb,age 79.
Roberts to Hugh Donald McGee,
Mrs. J. B. Dover,of Hazel was elected October 11.
state historian of the Woman's
Dr. Ella Weihing of the Murray
By T.G. MOORE
congressional campaigns.
Auxiliary of the Kentucky Association Woman's Club has been named viceAssociated PreseWriter
Sights said he was not convinced by
of Chiropractors at the meeting held at governor of the First District Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Jimmy
either the prosecutor's decision or
Owensboro.
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Carter's Kentucky campaign chairman
Ford's insistence. He. said the
New officers of the Carter School 4-H
time
says Carter should demand equal
allegations of campaign irregulariiies
Club are Rogenna. Ray, Meredith
bn national teletiSion --to rebut
"must be pursued. The American
Wilson, Cecelia Sims, Lesa Robertson,
the
that
President Ford's charge
people demand it."
and Libby Sims.
presidential nominee
Democratic
Rogers, however, said he felt the
.Twelve persons in Calloway County
slandered the United States by
President adequately responded to the
now ,receiving Old-Age pension
are
criticizing Ford's administration.
allegations.
checks, according to J. E. Houston,
However, the President's Kentucky
"I think the President was getting a
director for Calloway County.
campaign chief, Hal Rogers, said he
little bit put out ( by the recurring
Graduates of the first nurses aide
The new pipe organ; donated to ,the
was "very, very pleased" with Ford's
charges)," said Rogers. "This is the
class at the Murray Hospital Nursing Methodist Church here by Rev. W.P.
in
night
Thursday
news conference
fifth time a government agency has
Association Training Course are Prichard, former pastor in the county,
which he made the charge. "This puts
certified him pure and honest. Not one
Bernice Dunigan, Peggy Futrell, will be formally dedicated on October
offensive:"
us back on the
.of them found anything wrong. I
Janice Newberry, Roy Ann Hartsfield, 25.
If that is the case, Dale Sights,
Rubene Sykes, Datha Outland, Glenda
c-ocpect Ford was getting irritated by it
Deaths reported include Lawrence
Carter's Kentucky chairman, hopes it
all."
Sue Hale, Louise Paschall, and Van. Arsdale, Jr., age 23, Mrs. Marina
won't be for long.
While Rogers viewed -Ford!s news
Elizabeth Dalton.
Josephine Crouch, age 76, Judge W. V.
"I hope Carter demands equal time,"
the
conference as indicating
Robert L. Bazzell, Master Service Gregory, and E.0.Perry,age 80.
obvious
an
said Sights, "because it was
Republican campaign is "clearly • Technician at Taylor Motor Company,
Dedicatory services of the First
use of the office as a campaign
regaining its momentum," Sights saw
has received a special National Dodge Baptist Church building will take place
vehicle."
the candidate "running scared. '
Service award for completion of study on October 25 at three p. m., according
Sights said he got the impression
"He's a scared man who knows
of advanced automotive mechanics.
to Rev.Sam P. Martin, pastor.
from watching Ford that "he looked
defeat is imminent," said Sights. "He
Mr. and Mrs. Conley James of Hazel
R. T. Farley announces the sale of his
and talked like a defeated man. The
seems to be playing desperation politics
Route Three will observe their golden interest in the Farley & Son Coal
news conference was a feeble attempt
wedding anniversary on October 21.
by using the office for a purely political
Company to Chesley Butterworth.
to explain some of the improprieties
purpose.':
Attending the Kentucky Poultry Farley, age 83, has been in the coal
(about Ford's use of campaign money C.
Even Rogers acknowledged that the
Improvement meeting at Kenlake business here for thirty-one years.
But I don't think he did that to the
news conference came "at a very opHotel are Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelley and
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
satisfaction of the American people."
portune time.
Mrs. Rosebud George. •
and
Mrs. Boyd Biley_on September 23.
news
onlyconference
came—
- • -Forirs
-We've been notified IliaTICeniiiCky"What's
New In Home Furnishings" and a boy to Mr. and Mri;John Thomas
hours after the Watergate special
was the subject of the lesson presented Miller on October 8.
is a target state for the Ford cam-.
prosecutor had cleared him of
at the meting of East Side
paign," said Rogers, although he
Toll dn the Eggner's Ferry Bridge
allegations of mishandling camlatigri
Homemakers Club held at the home of over the Tennessee River has been
doubted Ford will campaign in Kenfunds in, his past Michigan
Mrs. J. D. Wall.
tucky before the election.
reduced from 80 cents to 55 cents.

10 Years Ago

State Ford Chief
Pleased With Confab

40 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

How To Reach
I Let's Stay Well
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level"
U.S. Sea. Welter "Des" Ituddlestea (D)
3327 Dirkeen WAN,
Wordiegten, D. C. 20510
U.S. See. Wendell B. Ford ID)
4121 Mises SeltAng
Wesbitegten, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. CerreN Ittiltherd, Jr. ID)
423 COMM Neese Office Building
Wesitiegtea, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Represeniot,ve,
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
hoof of your choice

State Leial'
State S.Richard Weisenberget Dl
State Capitol BuiWing
frankfort, By. 40601,
Sr
Rev% 7, M.yfiild, By

4066

State Rep. Ileretete C. Imes(0)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, By. 40601
or
201 S. 3n1 St., iliteimey, By. 47071

Stine Rep. Lloyd C. Pepe(D)
State Capitol Bedding
Frankfcrt, By. 40601

,

P.O. Roc 11S, %Tinge, By. 4204$

Thyroid Extract and Breast Cancer
By F.J L Blasulgarne, MI)
Breast cancer may increase in
women who take thyroid extract. especially if it is used over
an extended period of time.
The results of a study on this
subject. conducted at Hutzel
Hospital in Detroit by
Chandrakant Kapdi. M.D., and
John Wolfe, M.D., were
published recently in the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
Researchers have long recognized that hormones influence
&east cancers, some more than
others. It may explain why such
tumors are generally more dangerous in yotsiger than in older
a
• people. Breast cancer
woman past age 70 is often much
less likely to recur and spread
than it is in a victim in her 30s.
Earlier studies have failed to
show a significant relationship
between taking thyroid and the
occurrtilce of breast cancer -either in its prevention or in the
treatment of. persons with the
disease.
Therefore, the findings of this

study by Kapdi and Wolfe are
somewhat surprising and important, particularly since thyroid
frequently is prescribed in the
treatment of many patients
In their earch, the authors
interviewed 5,505 patients (.X
these, 4,560 were not taking
thyroid and had no thyroid disease; and in this group. only 62
per cent had cancer of the breast
confirmed by surgery. By contrast. in 635 patients taking
thyroid. 12 per cent developed
breast cancer.
The investigators commented
that they were unable to tell
whether the pre-existing lack of
thyroid (hypothyroidism) or the
taking of thyroid supplement
caused the difference in the incidence of breast malignancies_
The longer the thyroid was
talcenNhe higher was the rate of
breast cancer, with 10 per cent of
cancer cases among those taking thyroid one to five years, as
compared to Ig.'48 per cent
among those taking it 15 years or

longer.
However, this relationship between the length of time thyroid
was taken applied much more to
women between 35 and 55 years
of age than in those over age 55.
The researchers noted that.
compared to the control group.
women were 5 1 2 times more
likely to develop breast cancer if
they did not have children and
took thyroid for more than 15
years.
Additional studies of large
groups of peciple need to be
made. Thyroid extract is a useful
medicine when' needed, but
should be taken with.care.
Q Mr R.H. Ls cunous as to why
so few cases of encephalitis occurred in the Central States this
year as compared to 1975. and he
asks for algutianatien. A. As you laiow, we tack a full
understanding of the behavior of
viruses. They flare up
periodically and undergo
chaiges (mutations).

Birds examined this year in a
number of the Midwest states
were found to contain the encephalitis virus. Its failure to
spread may have been due to the
dry weather and tite lack of
breeding places for mosquitoes
Mosquitoes were also eradicated
by spraying with insecticides
Without the mosquitoes,the virus
could not be transmitted to
humans
Q- Mr BC states that he veld
his wife ilfth in their late 5Cts)
have
decided, becasuse ora
deterioration in their sex lives, to
go to a sex clinic for help, and
they want advice about hew to
choose one.
A It Ls fortunate and proper
that both of you have decided to
participate in counseling.. I sue-,
gest that you discuss your decision with your physician, who
may be able to help you. If not.
your physician can assist ru in
finding a dependable sex clinic
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lift t She Etrial
Kim & Shaw Tharpe

Nicky Knight

Stanly Tharpe

Chad Cochran

Doug Story

Mark Ferguson

Aubrey Stom

Stanley Boone

Rudy Tripp

James Stom

Mary Ann Winchester

Mark Smith

Chuck Wilson

David Story

!r

a

'e

r.
3,

Pam Coleman

George McGinnis names_>
his heroes: Elgin BaNlor,
Billy Cunningham, and

Mike Sykes
Jimmy Graham

s*TON
I
6
44
if
..41
*
t4",_7
,
T
4
9
4

a,

Newspaper Carriers
• -'
Georg.e NtcGinnin think Newspaper Carriers are spec 1J
people. —Sure. they earn g,
mone,y But they also earn sill faction from gin mg (heir ‘er
best. They're dedicated. doe!
mined and dependable •
And George should kni
Heluffed almost as many It,
dianaplis newspapers as he
also stutk,!
some money into U.S. Saving,
Bonds.
"I dreamed of the future and I
prepared for N. too. Being
New spaperCarrier helped me t, •
acquire the determination to gel
the job done. Similarly
,
. acquir
ing U.S. Savings Bonds ha,

c-•

a
dr

,o

0
t••• -

in

s

taught me something: about dependability
As a .10-year old. George
dreamed of one dan making the

.

big-play asd professional, pasketball planer He grew up
dreaming f the time when he
could move '•nice n easy"
like Elgin 'Baylor and done to
.the hoop—like Billy Cunningham.
— It takes steadiness I,. be a
good ball planer..'(ore says —
-'_'_That's what Newspaper Carriers tinte ntlu -- steady perfOrrnance vier%
.
. -dav

et,

•Cindy Tripp
Trey Britt
Richard Oliver

•

PAC
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Butch Greer Outdoor Editor

. Spr.ing and Summer
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s leading outdoor news section irom The Murray Ledgerand Times 140rray, Kentucky

Outdoor Lore is-dedicated to the hunters, fishermen -and others who enjoy the out-of-doors

Mayfield Man Convicted
Of Unlawful Taking
And Transporting
Of Canada Geese
GOLDEN POND, KY. — A
Graves County man wasfound
guilty1:ty U. S. District
Magistrate John r Dixon,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, for
unlawfully taking and transport ing Canada Geese from
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's publicoutdoor area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.'
Eight goslings were taken
from the area in late April.
After an.investigation by Land
Between The Lakes patrol and
U.S. -Fish and Wildlife agents,
seven
jgpslings
_were
recoverea. The geese were
taken from Honker Lake and
transported to a rural area of
Graves County, according to

It

reports by the agents.
The subject was fined a total
of $500 and was committed to
the- U.Attorney General for
a five-month jail sentence.
Judge Dixon suspended 41
/
2
months of the sentence,jailing
the fl-year-old for 15 days.
Furthermore, the subject has
been placed on a three year
probation includigg the
suspension of all hunting
privileges for the 36 months,
Another suspect has entered a
plea. of guilty for his involvement in the Same in
cident. He will be sentenced
November 16, 1976, after
Judge Dixon receives a presentencing report from.
Graves County Officials.

Bowhunters Bag 100 Deer
First Week Of LIK Season

Daqny Todd, Route 1, Alma
Kentucky here with the deer
he bagged with a bow last
Saturday morning in Land
Between The Lakes. The deer
dressed out at 95 pounds.
Danny was part of se% eral

hundred hunters who bunted
deer last weekend in LBL's
prime deer hunting territory.
Approximately 100 deer have
been taken this week by
bow hunters in Land Between
The Lakes.

Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon

itypAr
i
t

ii..4.'

Mitchel Burkeen got the limit of squirrels while hunting in Calloway County. He is a sophomore at Murray
High School and plays the drum in the marching band.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen, South 12th
Street, Muiray. Young Burkeen hunts regularly
throughout the various hunting seasons. He will.be 15
years of age on Odober 31.

Lindsey's
Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
--Seiko-watches
Murray, Ky.

114 S. Stti

753-1640

Wateto
rfowi Hunting
•

Course Is Scheduled

A three-session course will
be offered .Tuesday evenings
October 19, 26, and November
•
9,on waterfowl hunting:
Guest
lecturers
and
By Charlie McKinney
discussion leaders include
Ducks Unlimited Secretary
Frank Dibble, Ronnie Babb
and Marshall Gordon,- all
renown waterfowl authorities.
Topics to be covered include
1976 forecast, hunting
the
read-the
Duck
-hewersBefore you
Many local duck
-you have already anchored their areas on Mississippi flyway,
Call next Saturday,I hope
did not forget to attend the
blinds at their favorite Melt changes in laws; field idenU. meeting on Thursday night, hunting spots,so don't delay in tification, safety, equipment,
October 21 at 7:00 P.M.- The stringing those decoys,adding blinds, boats, and demonmeeting will be held at the, a little brush to your blind, or,
University Branch of the Bank toning up'your favorite duck
of Murray. If you forget to call. Be sure to check the reed
attend this is what you will in 'your duck cap for little
miss - a chance to see a great Cracks or splits before you get
duck hunting film - to hear a to the duck blind.
guest spe#er - and get your
If you can find a few extra
hands on a ticket to the up- shells laying around, a half
coming D. U. Banquet. I hope case of clay birds, a target
Small game hunters can
Icisee you Thursday night.
thrower,someone to throw the now recycle Gray, Fox or
Just a reminder about the .targets for you, and some soft
Black squirrel tails. They cap
date of the upcoming D. U. grass for the ones you miss t0 sell them to- Sheldons', Inc.,
Banquet - The second annual hidein -, you_ have_ succeeded Antigo, Wisconsin, makers of
"Night for the Ducks" will be where I have failed. Maybe I Mepps,' the world's most
held on Wednesday night, can get all these things famous and largest-selling
November 17 at 6:00 P.-M. at • together beforefAg and get in fishing lure. the Murray Calloway Country a little target practice. Some
The folks at Mepps do not
Country Club. I understand pre-season target practice
that there will be a few could mean the -difference suggest squirrels be hunted
-decanters especially made for between getting your limit or just for the tails. Hunters are
aware of the vital role
D. U. that will be sold to the only getting a few feathers..
highest bidder along with
Duck hunting ais Ken(iciy squirrels occupy in nature.
several more duck prints that will begin !2 hour before That's why sportsmen don't
were available at last year's sunrise this year on November -waste any portion of the game
banquet:
20. If you recall, last year the. they haryest for the table.
- are Season opened at 12:00 noon,
For !hose of you who
The tails become hook
marking youi calendar, there- so make note of this change.
ciressit_ig on,Mews sninners.
left
are jusir-four-"weekends
May all your duck
Huwers find Mepps a ready
before it's time to get up early_
bunting be
. marke, for tails. Good quality
and go duck hunting:
—
SAFE & ENJOYABLE
Gray tails bring 8 cents each

stration and practice of
calling.
Bring your favorite duck
and goose call and join your
friends in preartaion for the
1976-1977 waterfowl season.
Classes will be held from
7:00 to 9:00 P.M.in room 228 of
the
Blackburn
science
Building. The fee for the
course, which is payable at
registration,ii$6.
Registration deadline is
noon Tuesday, October
19.

unters Recycle
Squirrel Tails

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

SHIPS SQUIRREL STEW
2c. diced carrots'
4 to5squirrels
21
/
2c. diced potatoes
8 small white onions
1 or 2 bay leaves
12 lb. sliced,fresh mushrooms
/
1
2c. flour
c. diced celery
1/4 c. cold water
4 tsp. salt(or to taste)
1 thsp.snipped parsley
tesp. pepper:
dastitabasco sauce
2qt. water
can of corn, no. 2
Place cleaned squirrels in kettle with onions, bay leaf,
celery,salt, pepper, water.Simmer covered untilsquirrels are
dimeroot; save ail cooldng liquid; remove meat from bones
and cut into chunks. Place meat back in liquid and add carrots,
potatoes, mushrooms and sinimer until vegetables are tender,
add corn. 13lend flour and water. Stir into stew. Cook until
thickened. Add parsley, tabasco. Serves a family of-5-6 or 4
hungry hunters.
SPECIAL SQUIRREL:
GRANDMA SHEPHERD'S WAY
1 k2 tsp.salt-(or to taste)
4-5squirrels
14 tsp. pepper(or to taste)
21g. onions
48 tsp. seasoning salt(or to taste)
1'2 c. diced celery
y CaVeZ
th green pepper(optional)
•
Clean and quarter squirrels; roll pieces in flourand brownin
skillet in oil or shortening. Add salt. When browned, add
leaf and pepper. Place tight-fitting cover
onions, celery„bay,
on skillet and cook slowly until meat is tender.'Add water as
needed so meat does not stick to bottom and burn. Can be
baked in Dutch oven after browned; 350 degrees until tender
(meat will flake off bones).

Sportsmen:

753-3226
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JOHNNY CHILDRESS DOES IT AGAIN:Johnny Childress
has recorded another successful bowhunt in Lit. The
93 pound spike buck fell to one of Johnny's arrows
Tuesday in Turner Hollow. Good !wit and good
bowhunting during the remainder of the season Johnny.
Pivot° courtesy of Uncle left's
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Hunterriteminded Of
Road Policy At
Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND, KY. — woods, fields, on foot -trails, or
Hunters at Land Between The utility rights of way.
Lakes, TVA's public outdoor .4Iate and Federal law, enrecreation area in western forcement officers* will be
Kentucky and Tennessee, are checking for violations. This
reminded they must, keep intensive effort is aimed at
their vehicles on established - eliminating the environmental
roads while hunting in the damages of soil erosion,
destruction of vegetation, and
area,
Numerous violations were littering in relatively isolated,
reported last year, according areas. Another problem
to John Mechler,supervisor of associated with driving off
Wildlife Management at Land legal roads, according to
Between The Lakes, and this Mechler, is in disrupting the
year intensive effort will be hunts of those sportsmen who
made to resolve the problem. took _the time and effort to
walk into isoliled areas. •
Mechler explained the acts
Land Between The Lakes
"resulted • in unnecessary regulations
state
that
environmental damage and violators may have their
reflect on all sportsmen in a permits revoked or are subnegative way." Although only ject to fine.
a small percentage of hunters
Bowhunters are reminded
are guilty, Mechler said, they that the subject of legal roads
are causing undue criticism to will be'' discussed at the
be placed on all hunters. .
b6whunter clinics Scheduled
According to the Land at Land Between The Lakes
Between
The
Lakes October 8-9-10 and October 15regulations, the operation of 16-17. Additional"Information
Motorized vehicles is per- on the clinics and hunting can
nutted only on paved, be obtained.by,contacting
graveled, or maintained TVA, Land Be(ween The
roads. Thesesame regulations Lakes, Golden Pond, KY.
expressly prohibit driving in 42231.

MERCURY

MERL-RU/5th

OUTBOARDS

STERN DRIVE

Buchanan Marine
Boat and Motor Sales
New & Used
Mercury Outboards
ProCraft
Arrow Glass
Astro Glas
Open 7 days a

week-Year Around
Qualified Mechanics

Now is the time for winterization of
your boat and motet..
Owner and Operator Jim Perry '

BUCKS BODY SHOP

Specializing in servicing tires
four-wheel drive vehicles

and

The "Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires in the
Jackson Purchase featuring:

753-5142

14 I now his I WV

untRboo7i,n--9Ntoantional
,
L,,G,,
-Rocket
eTtrc:ricd Cal-Chrome Wheels

dr,

2 Mies East 141 94

Carroll Tire Service
t

ro P". •

u

Buy the famous Kush N Koller Boot end receive your FRII choice of $5.95
retail Fish Fillet Knive, 5 poi, of socks or 55.95 cosh!

-

'

sr

Home of the longggg dozen

giti*///7 gdOrg By Meaty
-from KawaSakis to KenworthsOlympic Plaza

1105 Pogue
INIMMEMEN

753-1489

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

*lc

Fisherman's Special

Dan Gardner

Route 8

OMNI

1

Sales & Service
Located at Buchanan Resort near Paris landing.

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting it Fishing licenses

1See Us For tro6.Uniroyof Gumbo, ond M.tchelrn Tires

1

ar

and good quality Fox and
Black tails,'10 cents each.
Premium quality tails are
worth 3 cents more.Postage is
refunded an 50ormore tails.
"Over 30 million squirrels
are bagged every year,and by
recycling tails, squirrel
hunters are simply selling a
by-prodtict and practicing
good conservation," T. Layton
Shepherd, 'The Mepps Man,"
advises. BeSides, a few tails
will help pay for ammo on the
next outing.
• Complete inTormation on the
proper care, handling and
shipment of tails is available
by writing directly to M_epps.
Box 760,'Amigo, Wisconsin
54409. Tails can also be sent to
;his address.

Tennis Department

WESTERN STORE

con
'pot

to

Eating Is A Family Affair

Vernon's

pre

su

Hook's Wheel Alignment

900 Sycamore

wai
for
wat
yer
tra
tun
-thir

di

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

boa
_dee
,pac
her
-'-405
aim
tha
reg
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Murray, Ky. 753-5644

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality it Quantity Guaranteed
4

Is, or "
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MACKIN'WITH JESSE
It would be a good guess that
several —deer are„,IO-st each
,year because the bowhunter,
or gull
,invotved-doestrt 'know what to do after he has
scare a good hit on a whiteed deer.
*
The remedy is simple.
Follow the rules after the hit
and, nine times out of ten, the
wounded deer will be found
and the hunt will be a success.
The first rule is not to push
the deer.
A broadhead-arrow,one that
has been properlrsharpened,
needs a little time to accomplish the task that it was
designed to do.
This means that - the
bowliumer must allow the
deer to move off at its,own
,pace until the effects of
hemmorage cause it to lie
_down_ if _the—animal...is left
alone -there is a good chance
that it will not be able -to
iegain its feet:This is the ideal
situation.
Many bowhunters-just -can't
wait that 30 minutes to an hour
for the broadhead to do its
work:- The result is often a
very long and very difficult
trail to follow. A little extra
dine spent, in the tree-stand,
'thinking. about it will often
-eliminate many trailing
-problems. Just think about it.
Rule number two is to get
competent' help as soon as
possible.- Now don'i bring the

.akes
-that
their
sob-

nded
.oads
the
luled
.akes
n- 15ation
t can
cling
The
KY.

on. We well; through briar
thickets, across pine thickets,
streams, up-hill, down-NIL
and around in circles until we
thought that it would never
end. But we stuck with it until
the deer was found.
We learned quite a bit about.
tracking by working that trail
with Jesse.
Jesse is a patient man.
When the trail got down to
the hands and knees stage
Jesse found that next tiny spot
that gave the new direttion:
All the hard learned lessons
of eight bowhunting seasons,
and countless trail parties,
were relearned on that two
and one half hour trail.
Let us just say that
sometimes it takes an experience like that trail
Tuesday night to get a man's
head together on how a job

whole dern camp in tb trail hand like he was working on
that deer. Three or four good his truck.
The trail that we followed
bowhunt9rs,. with adequate
lighting, will be more than was really a short one. What
enough. y keeping the trail made it difficult was the fact
party snll, complications that the deer took about a mile
to go 150 yards.
are easily avoided.
Proceed slowly once you 'That wasone of the meanest
trails that we have ever been
have found the trail.
There are times when a well
hit deer will leave only small S.
ainbunts of sign on the trail.
Patiente 'On the trait it *firth
more than a bag of gold when
the trailing gets rough:
Don't give up the trail
because
it
is
tough.
Remember that there is an
animal out there that has been
Wounded and absolutely must•
be found. It is unthinkable to •
give up a trail unless there is
Two folks who share a great to view with alarm the imno more sign to be found.
dent in common but who plications of what four wheel
Sometimes; when all chance sometimes end up on opposite drive in the hands of
seems. to be gone, one of the sides of the fence in a manner multitudes of people may
trail party will find that one of speaking, are the farmer cometo mean.
il—bit--of—sign- that—gets— tuidifie-ciuTacifflhart:
Iii the May---I996 issue—of
everyone going in the right
The vast bulk of the land Field and Stream magazine
direction again. 'Don't ever mass that'comprises this the following statement was
give up- the trail without a wonderful nation of ours is in made; "The fact that a man
fight! .
the hands of those who till the spends $10.or 9100 on a license
Atiother good rule is to'go Soil or use it to produce. It is does not mean he owns the
find Jesse Redden. Don't ask true that the government itself woods. It does not give him the
us where to find "The Red also ownsa great deal of land. right to ignore POSTED
signs,
Devil" because he is just
However, in the private to break laws or behave
"around."
enterprise system wpich haj....__Eud6y, or. to—shoot at nonNow Jesse knows how to served us well indeed,lhe right game animals and birds."
track and he doesn't give up of an individual to own
All of the four wheel drive
easily.
property still stands. The full magazines express the
We joined JeSse on a trail extent of the rights of the thooght that the ownership of
the other night and he knows property
owner
is a a four wheel drive vehicle
what that game is all about. sometimea contested area in does NOT grant one the
Jesse doesn't get excited, he the courts. Just ai many years privilege to roam wherever
just goes about the businessat ago the crime of stealing a and whenever he wants off the
horse__ was punishable by road. He may have the
I'
hanging; today the law has capability but he does not
moderated- or changed have the RIGHT.
One of the great outdoor
somewhat and so has the role
Writers, Robert Roark;made
of the horse.
The coming of the four a statement worth thinking on.
wheel drive vehicle has made "It takes a gentleman to
another, , genpenetration into offroad areas approach
much easier and much more tleman."
Outdoor Life, February 1976
frequent by hunters and
others who use these rigs. suggests; "Get acquainted
Even the farmer who in many with landowners before the
cases uses and understands season opens and show them
the capability of these every courtesy. Be a good
vehicles quite well, has begun sportsman. If you don't know

A PICTURE OF A SUCCESSFUL BOWHUNT: Jesse Redden took this fine button buck in LBL Tuesday. We are
sure that this will not be the last time that Jesse goes into the fkld after the white-tailed deer with bow and
arrow. Good luck in Tennessee Jesse.

Archie's
Archery Shop
Gear up now for the 76 hunting
season. Brand name - top quality hunting equipment for all you bowhunters.

Photo courtesy Uncle leffs

Bows:

Accessories

Carroll
Precision
Jennings
Darton

Wasp
Sattlellite
Saunders
Chek-It
and Many More King
Flipper Rest
Easton Gamegetters

"Razor Sharp
Broad-Heads
The Only Way
To Go!"

Wis Hays it AN

3042Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

or"

ro-srualkSat.

should be clone.
Trailing a wounded deer is
nojob for one man. It takes at
least 'two men, working
together', to get the job done
right.
Trailing will never be an
eas 'ask. It can be made
easier by simply following thy
rules. Give the deer time to go
down, get help, if the trail is
taken up in die dark use
adequate lights such.
as gas..
-lanterns, don't get in a hurry
or allow the trail to, be
destroyed by over zealous
members,of the trail party
and don't give up!
If all else fails, go find ihe
"Red )evil" because he is one
heck of a dude to have along
on a trail party. Thanks Jesse,
We needed that.
Good Luck and Good
Bowhunting

DON NIcatIRE

New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson —

GRAYSON McaURE

Unattended Trucks With Guns
In Back Window Gun
Racks Invite Thieft

By Hemp Brooks

what this means, stay out of
the woods."
In the coming months and
years there is undoubtedly
going to be ,a great conBy John Wilson
trovers_y_between .theJargwr
Those gun racks which_ fit
or landowner and the out- over the bad( window of
doorsman.- Offroad vehicles pickup trucks are handy
are going to be caught in the gadgets, but there are
middle becaute they are a tool potential.problems associated
which enables the multitudes with. their use, particularly if
to reach out. They will catch rifles or shotguns are kept in
the brunt of the blame, them all thetime,
primarily because it is easier
For one,thing, the guns are
to legislate laws on vehicles, too conspicious, inviting
than it is on people.
-anyone with a larcenous bent
Farmers did not appreciate and a facility at opening
the thoughtless outdoorsman locked—doors to make off with
who sum* down fences 'your favorite firearms. Guns
with abandon. It is not to be are highly prized booty among
thought they will think highly thieves because they are
of those who cut the wires in usually easy to sell for a good
order to drive thru. Most price. Leaving rifles, shotguns
farmers in this area are some or other sporting equipment in
of the finest folks in the world an unattended vehicle, even a
If they are treated as such. locked one, is an open inCome to think of it so were the vital ion,for a good ripping-off,
ranches who occasionally had especially if the firearms are
to hang a horse thief.
.
-in plain sighs.
- Unless responsible outAnd living in the cab of a
doorsmen act quickly and pickup is hard on the guns
sincerely I have some fear themselves. Dust and road
that the conflict between the dirt will stick to the oily
landowner and the out- surfaces of a gun, not only
doorsmen may intensify. The causing a gummy mess but
outcome of this will be also creating increased wear
'something that will hurtfnany on moving parts if particles ,t
who deserve better,... and grit get between _ the metal
probably miss the few who -surfaces of the action.
deserve something much
Guns left in a rear-window
worse than nothing.
rack are----ais-o subjected_ to
Speaking from the stand- extremes of temperature
point of one who carries the which can prove harmful over
either the long run. Remember how
credentials to Sit
camp let us all remember that your car windows .steam up in
a silent inactive majority winter? Well, the same conaccomplishes nothing.
'
densation ( created by warm,
--Which do you prefer to hear moist air from the heater
when you drive up to,the house striking cold surfaces) f(irms
in the country?
on guns too, not only on their
"Welcome friend; make exterior but also in the barrels
yourself at home back there and actions. Moisture'leads to
and just remember to close rust, and rust, as every.
r he gates."
sportsman knows, is the.
-"Sorry fellows; we've had firearm's nu
. mber one enemy.
t, xi much trouble out of people
It's also possible that the
trying to run roughshod over summer sun could damage the
us. Had to POST the place and fkrush of the stock.or fotearrn_
we just turn anybody we find Have you evet seen -old furout there over to the sheriff. niture with the finish eracked
Guess you wouldn't be too or crazed? That's caused by
happy about somebody sunlight .and excessive
driving thru your yard and heat---conditions to which
tearing up your property just gtins ae subjected in a closed
,0 reach the street on the far.. vehicle on a hot day..
Another problem with
4cle of the block.-Wish it could
be different but really you habitually catlying guns in a
pickup'rack is the possibility
theln't give us much choice."
Friends, if gentlemen meet, of finding yourself unable to
- IT CAN BE different. Are enter an area a campground,
t here' any gentlemen left? for example) where firearms
afe prohibited./ or even of
tiAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

Squirrel Hunters!
DON'T 'THROW AWAY THOSE TAILS

Upon receipt all tails -are carefully graded
PRICES PAID .
k for goad quality grey squirrel tails.
10c for good quality for or black squirrel tails.
Ic for common red squirrel tails _
k EXTRA paid for -premium quality fez, grey 6 black
squirrel tails.
WE REFUND PARCEL POST OR UPS CHARGES ON
SHIPMENTS OF SO OR MORE TAILS
PRICES FOR 250 OR MORE TAILS:
12c each for good 'quality grey- squirre4 tests,
14c each for good quality foe or black - squirrel tails.
5c for all good quality common red squirrel tails.
3c EXTRA paid for premium quality foe, grey & black
-squirrel- ta-WE DO NOT BUY DEER TAILS
CARE a HANDLING
We can use either dried 01 green squirrel tails,.if they have been
properly taken care of. Please follow the instructions below and
send by Parcel Post or UPS.
1. DO NOT PUT TAILS IN A PLASTIC BAG FOR SHIPMENT
2. KEEP AWAY FROM FLIES: Don't send tails on which flies
hare laid eggs Sett storage, is in a deep freeze.
3. SALT BoTT END OF TAIL GENEROUSLY: Use either dry
or dip in a strong salt weer solution.
4. BE SURE TAIL IS STRAIGHT BEFORE SHIPPING, fails that
•
'dry in a curled position can not be used. - 5 DO NOT REMOVE BONE FROM THE TAIL: We would prefer
to have the boot left in the tail, although we will buy them
without it.
6.- THE BEST TIME TO SHIP IS DURING THE COLD MONTHS
ALTHOUGH DRIED TAILS MAY BE,SHIPPEO ANYTIME
We hope you have a successful squirrel hunting seasoh A nd ook
forward to recelvissiatIza—tails of those you shoot.

Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Take 91 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right

inadvertently violating i he suspected poacher actual!)
-law .•.
take or at tempt to take a deer__
The Department of Fish and or .certain other -game
Wildlife ResOurces is --now animals. . .
conducting its fall campaign
But what if soinVone is using
against ,illegaL night deer a light for some legitimiere-.
hunting, an activity which has purpose and -has a rifle or •
grown alarmingly in the past'shotgun -within easy reach,
several years. Conservation say in a pickup rack? To avoid
officers will . be making a arresting those not involved in
number of night patrols, in illegal poaching, law enmany instances aided by forcement officials of. he
aircrar surveillance. Any Department "of Fish and
suspicious-looking light in the Wildlife Resources would like
observation area will be in- everyone to know about this
vestigated.
According to state law, it is
The best way to avoid
illegal to—casi the rays of a possible trouble is, of course',
spotlight or other attificial not to carry guru; in a pickup
lighting device from a road or rack except w hen Ira n
into any field or forest while sporting them 1-0 and from the
firearrif
having
a
hunting field or target range.
possession. .. This. law, was This. _practice will not only enacted to help control prevent a possible brush with
poaching, allowing wildlife the law, but it will also help
officers to Make an arrest avoid thefts and damage to the
without having to witness a firearms.

Storey's

"Guns"
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Fins Foto

•40t,"1"k,IMP

A PICTURE OF A HAPPY BQWHUNTfit Gary Crass of Murray took this beautiful
spike buck in Henry County, Tennessee. Vrass harvested the deer with one of the best
placed:shots that we have ever seen in eight years of bowhunting. Hang in there Gary!

WARD & ELKINS

am Holiday Travel,Inc

IS
O blir

We'll Trade For Any Gun

Piwy. 641 So.

Telephone 5024364483

•

Hwy. 641 Sopitth

Phone 753-8322

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Immw

3

Cain's, AMC,Jeep!

Uncle Jeff's

4
PrOpt,fff'dent Servtce

Sporting Goods Dept.
All morchentke sold ot discount inices

Murray Home & Auto ••S
•

The more lot the

k
i.
-4 •

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
j
Booting Accessories
Guns 8 Ammo
-t

vizt;311110
'
'
- 1 • jeep'
"11r
11
0-

)

4

Coldwater Rd
753 6448

Outdoor Sportsman

Is Our Business'

U TS0N
Ar
t

Chemical Co.

Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
hem 153 /511

•J

641 South Phone 753-9491
•

Cies14et St

•

Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933
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Tigers Rip Marshall
InHamecomin Game
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports F.ditor
. Ever hear of a teain that
had more penalties than they
dititotal yar-ds?
It happened once and it
came close to happening twice
Friday night in,. Holland
Stadium as the Murray High
Tigers won a non-convincing
34-0 game over Marshalt
County.
Murray had an awesome 140
yards in penalties. Fortunately, the Tigers•managed
331 yards in total offense,
had only 40
• Marshall
. _
_ _ _ County
yards in penalties. And unfortunately for the Marshals,
they had only 21 yards in total
offense.
The game was a completemismatch. But it did provide
an opportunity for the Tigers
to play just about everyone
and his sister in the contest.
Marshall County had,
somehow or another, minus
—one yard-in--rushing.--Pa,ssingwise, the Marshals had only 2Zyards on two of four.
I' was the "kiddie corps
that provided the excitement
in ,he second half for the
Ticer
Murray had some

I

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sohocrisers who hays net

,received thrift home delivered
copy of The Murray loafer &
Times by 5.30 p. in Monday.
Friday or by 3o0 p. as. on
Saturtlays are urged to call
753 )916 bahu•stn 5.30 p. sa.
and 6 p m., Monday-Friday,
or 3 30 p. in

and 4 p. a.

Saturdays to (nsure delivery
of the newspaper Calls must
be

pieced

by

6

p. nt.

weekdays or 4 p. a. Saturdays to gtootontaktiolivory.

outstanding running from Eyrich hit the _PAT to pos,
Claude Johnson; ,Thomas final of 34-0 on he board.
Kendall and Bo Reed.
There was some solidAilling
the first half, it was the taking place on the field, again
old regulars put ting the points Lee Miller ad Andy Ryan
on he board.
registering outstanding
Murray wasted little time in defensive games.
scoring. Marching 71 yards in
not a
10 plays, the Tigers got on the , Othenvise, it was
game for
board with 6:59 left in the first - picture-book
least, it
period as senior quarterback Homecoming but at
win.
a
was
iloger Grogan hit on a 10-yard
Hudspeth finished with 167
scoring'pass to Eddie Rollins
all.of which came in the
yards,
and Greg Eyrich added the
ball only
extra point to give the Tigers a first half. He ran the
second half,
the
in
times
three
7-0 lead. .
On
he second Tiger
possession, it was more of.,the
same. An 86-yard run froth
Lindsey Hudspeth with
fullback Darrell Foster giving
the initial block and Barry
Wefl giving -a sideline block
made it 14-0 as Hudspeth
added to his . alreadyimpressive season statistics.
The third Tiger TIY came at
the 7:02 mark of the second
period as Hudspeth scored
-from eight - yardsout. A 2IF
Yard run Il
s-ludspeth and a
24-yard
from quarterback Jeff Oakley to Tony
Bayless set up the score. That
made it a 21-0 game.
With reserves seeing most
of the action in the third
period, the scoring slowed
somewhat.
Junior Claude Johnson
provided about the only excitement when with 7:35 left in
the contest, he scampered 57
yards down the jeft 'side,
taking a lead block from
fullback Alvin Parham, and
that made it 27-0, after Eyrich
missed his first PAT of the
season.
_ The final Tiger score curie
with 3:23 left when fullback
Ken Perkins scored on a 16yard run up the middle and

-The Yardstick

dining three yards- on one
carry and losing one and two
•
on 'he other carries.
There were few mistakes,
except the penalties. Each
Teem recovered- a fumble-and
there were no interceptions.
Marshall County drops to 1-6
on the season while the Tigers
are just the opposite.
Murray will be on the road
next Iveek to face an improving Hopkinsville team
befoore hosting Henry County
and then closing on Nov/nil:ter
5a' Todd County.

Marcy M.Co.
.1
305
Rushing
4
• 6
Passes Att.
3-6-0 24-0
Jiasses Comp.
72
36
Yds. Passings
341 21
Total Yards
- I Fumbles Lost
40
140
Penalties
3-116 8-212
Punts
38.7 36.5
Punting Avg.
Individual Rushing: Murray I 3601 —
Hudspeth 167, Foster 23, Grogan 8,
Bayless 13, Bumplus 9, Garland -V,
Oakley -4, Johnson 60, Kendall 19,
Perkins 16, Reed 19 and Hibbard 2. Mar— Ford -10, Harrington -6,
shall i
.
Perry 13, Pace 1 and Dunningan I.
Receptions: Murray 1361 — Rollins 21221
Marshall
1-24.
Bayless
and
Oswalt 2-22.
Fumble Recoveries: Murray
Caney. Marshall oil —

LET'S TALK!

IT WAS AND IT WASN'T—Bo Reed (38) is all smiles after going in for a 22-yard TD run.
However, the touchdown was called back because of a clipping penalty, one of the 140 yards in
penalties the Tigers hod. Other Tigers include Terry Smith (25), Stan Thorpe (47) and Mike Kurz
(65).

.

STUDENT OF THE GAME— Assistant coach Mork Brody watches from the sidelines during the
Tigers' 34-0 win over Marshall County. Brody is also the head freshman coach at Murray High.
(Stiff Plates by Sorry Drew)

t.
GETTING CREAMED— A Marshall County runner gets creamed by Timmy Garland (74) and
Richie Richardson (30) of Murray High. Moving in is Andy Ryan (66) of the Tigers.
(Staff Photos by Barry Draw)

Bowling Green Recovers To
Slap Franklin-Simpson 21-20
I NEED YOUR
VIEWS ON THE
SPECIAL SESSION
V4al—legi.&iat4on 414ectnig—e.very—Kenttrektart—iron the—
agenda for the special session of the General Assembly'
called by Gov. Julian Carroll for later this fall. In an effort
to better serve the First Senatorial District,. I -am
scheduling pre-legislative meetings in each county to-allow you an opportunity to meet personelly with me and
discuss these issues.

The most likely questions are:

• The Judicial Article
• Workmen's Compensation Changes
• The Death Penalty
• Jefferson County Sevier Project
• Mine Safety Proposals

I will be in front of the Courthouse in
Murray at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, October 16, 1976. If you cannot be
present, please write me at Box No.
315, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Richard Weisenberger
State Senator - First District
Or

By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
For the second time in as
many weeks, Mike Duff's foot
meant victory for top-ranked
Bowling Green. But Duff must
share the hero's ,mantle with
the flying legs of quarterback
Doug Beard and tailback Spud
Byixt.
Beard scored on runs of 61
and 43 yards while Byrd's 31yard punt return and two-yard
scoring- run in the last five
minutes lifted the unbeaten
Purples to a 21-20 win over No.
2 Franklin-Simpson of State
AAA.
That battle was the'-feature
attraction on a rather quiet
Friday on which only three
ranked teams were beaten —
and each of those losses were
to ranked teams.
Three ranked teams are in
action tonight. No. 1 Trinity of
Jefferson County AAAA entertains Lexington Bryan
Station while No. 2 Bishop
Dvid.plas Doss. In State
AAAA action, No. 3 Ashland
meets Hopkinsville.
•
Bowling Green, 9-0, stayed
close on Beard's two long
_runs, .but two touchdown
gallops- by Jetry Flippin and
another by Jeff Tarrence gave
the Cats a 20-14 lead late in the
game.
That's when Byrd set up his
own winning touchdown with
the punt return and Duff
added the deciding extra
point. Last week, Duff's lastminute field goal lifted
Bowling Green to a 9-7 win.
over Paducah Tilghman.
The loss was the first in
eight 'games for FranklinSimpson

The °WY losers among- Male 71-0, and No. 5 Atherton
ranked teams were No. 5 needed two overtimes in
Union County of State AAA,-a subdue Cential 13-12.
-.,—State AAAA: No. 2
35-10 victim of State AAAA's
No. 4 team, Owensboro Henderson County crushed
Catholic. In a State A game, Tell City, Ind., 40-0 and No. 5
No. 5 Pairosvilte ripped No. 3 Lexington" Lafayette but-Owed Clark County 4142.
Raceland 33-20.
—State AAA: No. 3 Danville
Erlanger Lloyd, Corbin and
Harrodsburg — each ranked outscored Woodford Count
_ zespeo Ivo • 49_ and No. 4 Newport
deivisions — joined Bowling Catholic blasted Covington
Green on the winning side of Catholic 27-0.
—State AA: No. 2 Mayfield
the ledger.
Lloyd of State AAA made its slugged Trigg-County 57-7, No
record 8-0 with a 39-13 waltz 3 Murray blistered Marshall
over Simon Kenton, Corbin of Cblinry-34-0, No. 4.Bardstown
State AA nipped aroused remained unbeaten with a 35-8
Somerset 6-0 on Tom -Vor- win over LaRue County and
vath's 10-yard pass to Kehny No. 5 Scott County punished
Gilbert, and Henry,Parks ran Bath County 35-6.
—State A: No:2 Ft. Camfor three touchdowns and
passed for another 10 lead pbell edged Todd Central 14-6
Harrodsburg of State A l(la 44- and No. 4 Heath clipped
Crittenden County 41-24.
9 rout over Anderson Count y.
In other goes involving ilaylor's
football team has
ranked teamS:
two weeks off from action be—Jefferson Co. AAAA: No.3 tween the Texas Aggie game
Seneca blanked Jefferstint
Oct. 16 end the Arkansas game
8-0,. 4 Sr. Xavier mauled Nov. 6.

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
is pleased to announce the opening of his office for the practice of Chiropractic at the

Murray Chiropractic
Center
t Formerly Emmert Chiropractic Center)

903 Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.
753-9909
Hours:
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 912, 2-6
Tues., Sat., 9-12
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Keep Up With It
at Murray State
Each month a complete calendar of events is published by Murray State
University listing the major activities scheduled for that month on the campus.
We invite you to pick up a copy and 'hark your calendar for the activities
listed
in which you want to participate or attend.
You con get etopy at any one of the following location; in the Murray area—
University Inn
Palace Restaurant
Stott's (Chestnut St.)

People's Bank (Downtown)
Bank of Murray (Downtown)
Chamber of Commerce

People's Book (64l North)
Grecian Steak Noose
Tom's Pizza
Colonial Smorgasbord
Seven Seas Restaurant
Perkins Pancake House
Dennison-Hiatt Sporting Goods'
Bank of Murray (641 North)
Burger Queen
Capri Theater

Holiday inn
Plaza Court
Jerry's
long John Silver',
Regal Fight Motel
Hungry Bear Restaurant
Murray CoHoway County library
Burger Chef
University Bookstore
Student Center Snack Bar
University library
All Resident Hails
On the Murray State Campus
Morro,/ State Security Office
Pagliai's Pizzo

McDonald's
fock's Superburger
Rudy s Restaurant
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and loon

DIAL 762-6767
A 24-hour recorded summary of the activities taking Ono on file
campus each day or weekend.

Murray State University
Office Of Information and Public Services

1
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Crouse And Jones Win
Homecoming Golf

By M.C. Garrott
Billy Dan Crouse and Mrs.
Kathleen Winters Jones took
Ipp hours Friday in the annual Murray State University
Homecoming Golf. Tournament at the Murray
Country Club,

This year's tournament,
which attracted more than 100
golfers, was a Flag Tournament with each player
being given an American flag
and a specified number of
strokes based on their handicap. The players traveling
the greatest distance before
planting their flag where their
last assigned stroke came to
rest were the winners.
Crouse, a member of the
Oaks Country Club in Murray,
had six strokes left when he
finished,18 holes of play. He
parred the 5-par first hole,
which
was his 19th, and
By The Associated Press
planted his flag where his tee
Allen Co 25 Butler Co 8 • •
Ballard Mem 22 McLean Co shot came to rest in front of
the next green.
20
.
.
Mts. Jones, who lives in
Bardstown 35LaRue Co 8
Colo., and a former
Beechwood 41 Dayton 21
.Denver'
Belfry 44, Johns Credo) - ..-vocaliSt with the Billy Shelton
Berea 52 Leslie Co 12 ' . band on the Murray campus in
Bowling Green 21 Franklin- - the early 1940s, used up all her
Strokes to get into the cup on
Simpson 20.
I he'
,garbe
een
.0
:
,04 ofdimdurr
Mar)
s,..
Boyd
Bo'C
ieco0324IGNreis
eenon
upeCoo717 .
golly Seale and Mrs. Ann
Breckinridge Co 23 Perry Co Williams,
A flip of the coin decided the
Ind 6
n._..co_t
winner
eeend with Mrs. Seale taking
Caldwill_:C_o lo_pnip

Kentucky
High School
Grid Results

iiiiti-Aritaliwiefitt
.
...;eidik_•
ANOTHER LONG GAIN—Lindsey Hudspeth (22) of the Tigers picks up long yardage
chasing. Hudspeth hod 167 yards in the contest.

on this run, as

a host of Marshals are
(Stott Moons by Barry Drew)

-

Williams third.
riiii
Car:ripliell Co'
24 C-Ov
. Ctolrn.e:
In the

4.416 viii4Per* 4
4
•

TWISTIN' THE NIGHT AWAY—Darrell Foster (31) of the Tigers does the twist as he tries to get away from a would-be Marshall
County tackler. Also in the picture for the Tigers is Keith Cartwright(85) of the Tigers
(Staff Photos by Barry Drew)

Tennessee,Alabama Meet Today

men's flag cornpetition, Dr. Sal Matarazzo of
Casey Co 21 Wayne Co 14
Murray was second, planting
Caverna 24 Gamaliel ,
Christian Co 23 Clarksville his flag just off the 19th green
and only three yards closer to
NW Teon
the pin than hat *of Jim Miller
Conner 14 Boone Co 13 .
of
Cookeville- Teiin 34 Tom- Cape Girardeau,Mo.
Homer Branch of Murray
pkinsville 7
was the men's medalist with a
Corbin 6Somerset 0
two-over-par 74, while Mrs.
Cumberland 28 Cawood 0
Danville 42 Woodford Co 27 Frances Hulse, Murray, won
E Carter 50 Morganto 20' the ladies' medalist honors
with an 86.
Ellardin 48"MarionTo 8
In a special one-shot putting
, Edmonson Co 32 Hart Co 0
contest on the practice green.
-Erlanger Lloyd ",39- Simon
before beginning play, John
Kenton 13
Walker
of Benton was the
Estill Co 21 Rockcastle Co0
men's winner, sinking the 6O
.Frankfort 62 Eminence 0
loot putt, while Mrs. Hulse of
Franklin Co 33 Harrison Co 6
Ft CaMpbell 14 Todd Cen- Murray -was the ladies'
tral 6
Ft Thos Highlands 28 Dixie
Heights 12 .
Garrard Co ITLincolii Co 14
Gilbert WVa 44 Phelps0
Glasgow 48 Ruisellville 6 .
Halls Tenn 20 Fulton Co6
Hammond Ind Baptist :32
Evangel 8
Hancock Co 46 Clinton Co 6
- Harlan 24 Fleming-Neon 20
Harrodsburg 44 Anderson
Co 9
Heath 41 Crittenden Co 24
Henderson Co- 40 Tell Co
Ind0
.
•
Jeff Ballard 35 Jeff Moore 28
Jeff Durrett 14. Jeff
.Waggener 0
Jeff Fern Creek 23 Westport

the sport's greatest rivalries why is there so much outcry should end in Cincinnati.
Elsewhere,• top-rated
between two of ,the top over the decision to air It?
Unfortunately, both, Michigan visits unless
gridiron names It's nlso a
master-vs-pupil natural. So Alabama,- despite its No. 20 Northwestern, - runner-up
ranking, and Tennessee are Pitt—with its No: 1 and 2
struggling through subpar 3-2 quarterbacks • missing in
seasons. You'd think ABC-TV action—entertains Miami of
would jump at the chance to Florida„ third -ranked
Jeff PRP 27 N Hardin 0
televise the revenge battle Nebraska is at home against
Jeff
Southern 13 Jeff
which finds sixth-ranked KanSas Slate, fourth-ranked
Oklahoma at No. 15 Kansas, UCLA hosts Washington Stale Eastern 0
Jeff Stuart 12 Jeff Butler?
only team to beat the Sooners 7 in a night game, Wake Fires'
The Murray State cross country team,for the first time in a in the last four years.
visits fifth-rated Maryland, - Jeff Valley 22 Jeff Fa irdale
long time,finally defeated Southern Illinois University.
Well, ABC did ... and- the Towa Slate is at N. 7 17
The Racers captured a 26-31 dual. meet win Friday af- NCAA jumped right back at Missouri, No.9 Ohio State IS al
Jeff Western 47 Jeff Thus
ternoon in Carbondale. To say the least, Racer coach Bill them for even suggesting such Wisconsin and No. 10 Texas Jefferson 0
Cornell was elated with the victory.
Jessamine Co 48 Russell Co
a thing. 14 seems a team can't Tech plays at- Rice under t he
Brian Rutter ran the five-inile course in a recordlime of be on TV-•more than five times lights. Southern California. 6
Z:16.5 to break the old mark of 25:17.3 set by George Mason in . a two-year period and No.8, is idle. '
Johnson Central 21 I Axiisa 0
of Kansas earlier this year:
In games involving The
Laurel Co 21 Whitley Co 14
Oklahoma is on against Texas
In the second position was teammate Martyn Brewer, who and Nebraska this year and Associated Press'Second Ten.
Lex Lafayette 41 Clark-Co 12
was clocked in 2535.
against Ohio State, Texas and Vanderbilt is at No. 11 • • Lex Tates Creek 21 Lex
SIC took third with Mike Sawyer finishing in 25:45 while Nebraska in 1977..
Georgia, No. 12 Florida a; ,Henry Clay 7
freshman Richard Charleston of Murray was fourth in 26:13.
Lou Atherton 13 Lou Central
Which one of those games Florida State at night, Oreg.
SIU claimed fifth and sixth before Mike Vowell of Murray
would you burnii:A<That was at No. 14 Notre Dame. 12 20T
took Seventh in 26
ABC's problem. Arid., that, Louisiana State, tied for 161h
Lou Iroquois 27 Lou DeSales
The fifth man for the'racerswas Mitch Johnson who was football fans, is why Alaliama- with Mississippi, at Kentuck:. 0
12th in 27:59.
Lou Manual 35-Lou Shawste.—
and.T.entiassea-will be coming: and—Ole Miss al StLV
Other Racer runners included Kevin-Perryman in 13th
into your living rooms around Carolina, both under the
with a 28:15, Tony Keener in 14th with a 29:01 and Jimmy 3:30 p.m., EDT. It also didn't lights,-and No, 19 Houston at
Lpu Seneca 8 Jeffersontown
Colon in 19th in 31:23.
hurt that Tennessee's stadium Southern Methodist. Texas. o
The Racers will be at home next Saturday for a dual meet has:lights because the kickoff No. 13, and, No. .18 Arkansas
Lou St Xavier 71 Lou Male 0
against national powerhouse Western Kentucky at. the
Ludlow 7 Paris
was rescheduled around the are off:
Murray Country Club.
Lynch 14 Pineville 6
lime the World Series game ' Over the years, AlabamaTennessee .has In traditionall
,tladison Central 20 Bourbon
been played on the ild'rd Co 14.
'Madtsbn v ille 21 O'bor,
Saturday in October and the
history of the series g4s ba( k Apollo 7
Mayfield 57 Trigg Co 7
even before the founding of 'he
Meade Co 38Ft Knox 13
Southeastern Conference.
Metcalfe Co 13 Barren Co6
Alabama's Bear Bryant.1he
master, has a 26-5 rei-Ird
Middlesboro 42 Bell Co 12
Presents
against his former pupils ilnd
Murray 34 Marshall Co 0
1976 HomecAing Concert
N Bulb+ t 12 Adair Co8
he's 5-1 against Tennessee s
Bill Battle, a member f
Newport 18 Bellevue 17
Featuring
Newport Ca th 27 Cov Cath0
Alabama's 1961 nal iottak
• champions. Battle hosed '
Nicholas Co 16 Lewis Co 14
Bear 24-0 in 1970 but Br aro
Oldham Co-'19 Grayson Co0
has won the last five.
Owen Co 15 Carrgll Co 0 ,
Owensbort 35 Daviess Co6
In his attempt to make it si
the veteran coach held a rare
Pad Tilghman 32 Blytheville
and
Suaday practice last weeker:d Ark 0
David Pomeranz
after,'Bama struggled pas,
Paintiville 33 Raceland 20
Winless Southern Mississippi
Pikeville 20, Elkhorn City 8'
October 16, 7p. m.
24-8..11 included a full-scale
Reidland 36 Webster Ca8
at the M.S.U. Exposition Center
Rowan Co 19 Maysville 6
r ,.On the West Coast .
Russell 14 Rich Madison 6
rebuilding Washington St at t
Ticket Outlet
Scott Co 35 Bath Co 6,
which gave Southern Cal all
,
Shelby Co 21 Eliaabethtown
could handle a week acL.
:MURRAY" despite yielding 347-•rushinil 0-PADUCAH
.
Taylor Co 14 Green Co 12
yards to Ricky Bell, tries 1:Sunset Boulevard Music
Jim Gatlin's 4)5Ky. Ave
Tenn
luck
Academy 21 Fulton
against
Chbck s Music Center
UCLA.
Cohrs Magnavox Home
"They needed him to parr:, City6 •
MSU Student Center
Entertainment Center.
The ball that much iii • Trimble Co 24 Henry Co6
Paducah Mall
Washington Co 40 Mercer Co
times)," notes Washingtn.
State Coach—Jackie Sherrill 7
Student $4.50 General Public $6.00
Warren Central 21 Warren
"We played-well and we didn
let Bell break loose on any real East
Wheelwright 40 Mullins0long runs.—

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
.
Today's nationally-televised
college football game is one of

Racer Harriers Capture
26-31 Win Over Salukis

Student
Government Association

GEORGE BENSON

winner.
they graduated or' would have
The closest to the pin contest graduated from Murray State.
on the 125-yard 11th hole was
Jones and her
won 'try Lynn Gunter off husband. Carroll, who is twit h
Murray, ,while Charles Standard Oil of Indiana in
Caldwell was the men's long Denver and also a Murray
drive winner on the first hole. graduate, were awarded the
Mrs. Jerlene Sullivan was the prize for coming the greatest
distance let attend the
women's long drive winner.
Herman Shaw, Mayfield; Hoinecon*tt Weekend and to
Ralph McCuiston, Murray; play in the tournament.
Dick Bidwell, Murray, and
Karl Hu.ssing, Murray; Dr.
Chad Stewart, Murray; and Mrs. Williams were awarded
Mike Hoyle, a former Murray_ the ••sportsmanshiR awards"
Stale golf team member now alter shooting the' highest
living in .New Orleans; were scores ..,posted in the tourthe winners of the "decade" nament.
The players and their scores
groupings of the players—decades based on the time are:

How They Finished
611404's
Homer Branch
John Walker
Mike Hoyle
Herman Shaw
Ralph McClinton
Pal Howard
Used Stewart
Sal Mannino
Steve Gatens
Al Jones
otaiisay-LainitY'
"CaniLove
Jerry Caldwell
Joe Brown
LEM Wheeler
Karl Hunting
Bob &throw'
John Lovett
Bdly Clrouse
Greg Story
Jan Miller
Carl Ham
Rudell Parks
Jun DavLs
Janine Prichard
Racy Lassiter .
Mickey Boggess
C. T. Winslow
Steve Hussung
Eddie(lees
Richard Knight
Mae Walker
Ks Purcell
tharles Jackson
Mitchell Story
Purdom lovett
Gene Landoll
Larry Krught
Stan KeyGene Bland
Don Sparks
• Ken Adams
Dale Nance

wry

Rill Read
ILD Posavac
3341-74
Res Alexander
40-36-79
Jerry Hopkins
3637-76
Burk Hurley
36-39-77
Robert Mobley
41-37-74
Herb Hurley
3741-76
Keith Hays
37-42-79
Rob Miller
39-40-79
Gene McCuldwon
37-42--79
Cody
Caldwell
40-39-79
- 43-36-811- Bill Stale
Mlle Dalin
42-311-80
PNIRryan
4040-110
Jun Barkett
4240-82
Tommy Walker
41-42-83
(harks
Caldwell
4043- 43
Mike Hamilton
3944 43
Jim
Solomon
44-39- 43
Carl Walker
45-39-14
Jun Moore
4044-114
Bob Garland
42-4244
theater Wildey
42-4144
Pete
Gudauskas
4045-85
Vernon Cahoon
4546-85
43-4246 Tommy tl-np
David Koonce
3948-65
42-43-85 Bob LePosa
Divot
-Carr
*40-65
4144-85 Carroll Jones
Dick Badewell
41-44L-115
4343-86
4442-86 Frances Hulae
4244-416 Betty Lowry
4442
Carolyn Oildwell
4343-16 Jerk-roe Sulbvan.
4344-17
Mary Alice Smith42-6417 Kathleen Jones
4346-47 Mary Bogard
40-47-47 Polly Seale
49-40-1$ Canta Lamb
46-42-18- Diane VIllanova
42
:
46-88 Vicki Naar'
4943111 Ann4Vilharin

4J-43 86
43-46 89
46-41 19
46-43- 89
4544--89
42-47 89 .
4641 -89
47-42 89
4346-89
4743--SO
, 44-47 91
4645-03
47-4692
45-47 92
4547-92
45-47 92
4240- 92
45-41 93
47-48
,93
49-46 95
48-47-99
49-62-97
44-65-97
4849--97
411-50 98
49-50 -99
64-46-102

s;so—tui
5142- 103
51-55-106

s Play
42-44-16
4344-17
-4042-91
4746-92
43-46
48-43- 91
48-49- 97
46-51 -97 s
51-50 -103
• - 51421416
6243 125

54

Register
In
Office For:

+Automatic Dishwasher
+Console Stereo w/AM-FM Radio & Tape Player
+CountrY Ham
+Twd Deluxe Bar Stools # Value 78.001
+Electrophonic Tape Deck,AM-FM Radio &4 Ceiling Speakers
+Digital Radial AM-FM Radio)
+3 Days,2 Nights at ken-Bar Inn Gilbe'rtsville, Ky.for 2 +Burglar Alarm # Radio Shack in Benton, Ky. for Car,Boat; Mobile Home

lot Open from 8:00 to 6:00 That Day
live Country-Western Band from 1:00-3:00
FREE PEPSI & 7 UP

-

"0" Radio Station in Paducah
Will Be On Spot Remote from 2:00-4:00

Certain Homes Reduced Hourly!!
Factory Sales Representatives
Will Be Here

Saturday Oct. 16th
Drawings from 2:00 to 4:00
You Must Be 18 or Older to Register

Saturday,

Come... Enjoy Yourself, Win A Prize, And look At Homes Displayed

See YOU There!
. GLEN STARKS

KENNETH STARKS'

STARKS BROS. MOBILE HOMES
Mary Jo Newbe.ly
Secretary

We Service What We Sell
Itel 3 News Homes

'

Phone 527-1451
Route 9, Highway 641
Benton, Ky.

•
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Reds Set To Defend World Series Championship
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP) — Ask
Sparky Anderson who'll win
;he World Series and you'll get
a nice, placid "I don't know."
Ask Billy Martin ... and duck!
"We're gonna beat their
buns ,off," says Martin, the
feisty "manager of ,the New
vork Yankees who used to
hrow plenty of punches as a

player and isn't pulling any
punches now.
-Who's afraid' of the Big
Red Machine?" he said of
Anderson's Cincinnati Reds,
who began today the defense
of the championship they won
last year against Boston.
Anderson, rarely one to
display emotion, is being very
pragmatic- about this best-ofseven
classic, perhaps

exceptionally low-key as if the
slightest ripple -of superiority
talk might come back to haunt
him.
"I think the series will go
seven games," he said on the
eve of today's...opener. "The
games will be lo*-scoring and
close."
Martin, conversely, loves to
make waves—tidal waves.
"I don't buy all that

DEFLECTED PUNT—Frank Gilliam (82) of the Tigers got his fingertips on this punt by Marten
Wood (85) of Marshall County.
I 20fs. T s.NOt. UJH4
ATTORNE,
!
SO AN\IOUc
TO LEA\ E

National League superiority
bull," he said the day after the
Yanks, on Chris Chambliss'
Adiseest•ic. ninth-inning home
run, won the American
League pennant by beating
Kansas City 7-6.
When I played, we used to
hear about what a great team
the ( Brooklyn) Dodgers were..
Then we'd come up against
them in the World Series and
beat their cans off."
But what about the Big Red
Machine that rolled over
Philadelphia in threestraight
games to win the National
League flag while the Yanks
were going down to the wire in
five games against the
Royals?
-We're gonna start with the
windshield wipers," Martin
said, "then we're gonna take
off the wheels, then we're
gonna work on the radiator,
then the carburetor ... we're
gonna work our way right
through to the engine."
Martin pulled a bit of a
surprise move Friday by
naming right-hande- Doyle
Alexander, idle durirg the AL
playoffs, to start against left.
bander Don Gullett and the
rest of the Reds. Dock Ellis,
who had been expected to open
the.series, won't go until the.
third game, Tuesday;night in
New York
Ellis is a sinkerball pitcher,
capable of forcing a lot of
grounders. Those might be
dangerous on Riverfront
Stadium's synthetic turf but
not on Yankee Stadium's
natural grass. Alexander,
conveesely, is more of a junkman,- throwing a lot of slow,
-breaking stuff that results in
pop-ups and fly balls.
Catfish Hunter will follow

ANLI it)AL, +,4"15 ,W1 DIPLOMA
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I HAD ONE IN HER=
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THE PHANTOM
CHIEF,
IT'S A BREAKTHRU ON
THE BLITZ GANG. HERE'S
WHAT MUST BE DONE,.,

ENOUGH NONSENSE. WE
HAP TWO MILLION IN
CASH ON THIS TABLE.
DIP YOU TAKE IT ?

(WHAT DIP YOU
P0 WITH
\.si

\1
/
4

(I TOLD YOU. I THREW
IT OVERBOARD:

-)

HE'S LYING!
HE'S CRAZY!
MAKE HIM
TALK !.

'YES
EXCELLENCY

YES.

0 Cavro.

1.11 ABNER
NA!-- HAS NIGHTMARE ALICE EVER LIED
TO YDRE GRANDPAPPY—
10 Yo'
OR TC1)0RE GREATGRANDPAPPY ?—
TH'ANSWER 151
'NEVER Tr—

Alexander in the New York
starting rotation while Fred
Norman will be Anderson's
starter in the Sunday night
second game. "If we get by
Gullett, they're in deep
trouble," Martin predicts.
-We'll knock the hell out of
their right-handed pitching."
It's the third time these
teams are meeting in a World'
Series, with the Reds still
looking for a title. The Yanks
swept them in four games in
1939, iten New York, coming
the end of one of its dynasty
eras, beat Cincinnati in five
games in 1961.
And it's the 30th World
Series for the Yanks, who
have won 20 of them and need
only one more triumph to
reach the 100-victory mark.
Cincinnati is in its eighth
series—having won three of
them—and its fourth in seven
years.
A victory by the Reds would
also be an achievement
i)

ii ETrxouPughn"
holdin
org focidot

unmatched in 56 years. Not
since the 1921-22 New York
Giants has a National League
team won successive World
Series.
A ground breaking of sorts
has already been achieved,
compliments of Commissioner
Bowie, Kuhn, By his order, the
designated hitter is making its
World Series debut.
The DH has been a fixture in
the American League for
several seasons but has been
scorned by the Nationali:And'
few managers have scorned it
more than Anderson, who
calls it the most foolish innovation in many years, a
change which diminishes to a
great degree the manager's
job.
Lou Piniella is the Yanks'
DH against right-handers
while Carlos May faces the
lefties. For, the Reds, Dan
Driessen will face righthanders and Bob Bailey the
southpaws.
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RETIRING
Dr. D. Chris Emmert, Chiropractor
is retiring and is pleased to announce the selection of

Dr. MO t. Mocker

.

to take his place in the Practice of Chiropractic atthe
former Emmert Chiropractic Center now the

"Hard hats are not part of
our defensive equipment."
New Yorkers, arriving on
the scene, thought their midwestern friends were -overreacting.
"Our people get a little
excited sometimes," an
Eastern defender said. "But I
seem to have read earlier this
week that there was a little
celebration at Fountain
Square here after the Reds
beat the Phillies.
"What were the statistics?
Two shootings, half a dozen
knifings and about 70 injured.
Rabid baseball fans, it seems,
are the same everywhere."

Murray Chiropractic Center
753-9909
Hours:
Mon., Wed., Then., Fri., 9-12, 2-6
Tue., Sat. 9-12

IreSCOTT DRUG 7
1205 Chestnut Street

WillINOpen Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Tit 6 P. M.

Idaho was involved in two
games totaling 142 points last
season. It tied Boise State 31-31
and Weber State 40-40.

e

,

t.

Here's
The Smart Way

To Dry
Clothes

bet,
set-

WOI

eat
Gecen
the
'vol

4
Dry full loads so that all the heat Your dryer produces is made to work foryou. Clean
the filter: Fast drying depends on free air
circulation, so lift the lint off the'filter at the
end of each load. Don't- overdry—it's bad for
your 'clothes -and bad for your electric bill,
and air dry clothes whenever practical.
az

Ky. Rural Electric
CooperativeCorp.

West

Murray-Mayfield
•

•

ter
47 Assault
48 Rinse the
.
t
iriu
t °r
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ACROSS
1 Massive

Memory Of Thursday
Night Victory Mob Sends
Shivers Through Reds

- By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
CINCINNATI (AP) — A
wave of fear has struck this
old Ohio River town, home of
baseball's world champion
Cincinnati Reds.
It isn't the arrival of the pinstriped New York Yankees
and their boasting skipper for
;he annual World Series,
opening today, that, has
produced this outbreak of
shivers.
It is the memory of the mad
scene at Yankee Stadium
Thursday night after the
Yankees had clinched the
American League playoff with
a 7-6 victory over the Kansas
City Royals.
After the 'Yankees had
nailed down the pennant with
a dramatic ninth-inning home
run by Chris Chambliss, mobs
poured out of the stands and.
through the gates, jeopardizing players and umpires.
The scene came through the
television tubes here like some
horror movie, leaving Cincinnati fans and the Reds
players themselves shaken by
the-potent ial of violence.-'
"It was really frightening,"
said Johnny Bench, the Reds'
all-star catcher.
"When I played outfield I
was afraid I would get a knife
in the back," said Pete Rose.
"I'm glad I am playing third
base instead of the outfield. It
would be hard for somebody to
hit me from such a distance."
A number of the Reds said
they were concerned whether
they should allow their wives
to accompany them back to
New York when the Series
moves into Yankee Stadium
Tuesday night after the
opening two games here.
- The unruly action of the
madcap Yankee fans was the
main topic of conversation at
the World Series headquarters
hotel-here Friday night, on the
even ofihe Series inaugural.
"Tell me," said a bearded
•—Cincinnart----131itinessrnarr,
loagtime Reds supporter,
-what would happen to us if
the Reds happened to clinch
the Series in Yankee Stadium.
Would our lives be. in
danger?"
"I will tell you," said
another man. "I wouldn't
wear a Cincinnati button or a
red cap with a 'C' on it for
anything in the world."
The conversation took some
ludicrous bends.
"You know what," a man in
another group was overheard
to say, "I thought it was
terrible the way the security
at Yankee Stadium broke
down and let all those ruffians
on the field.
"I think the only way to
protect the players is to build
a double wall like they have at
bull fights. There is one
restraining wall, then a
smaller wall for the protection
of the matador with about 15
feet between. The space
should' be filled with rattlesnakes."
"The ball players ought to
wear their batting helmets in
the field," another Cincinnati
observer observed, "to
protect them from all those
beer bottles."
This was suggested to Ken
Griffey, Cincinnati tigM
fielder, who shrugged and
responded;
'

m...,to Friday *Pun*

Crossword Puzzler

by
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1. legal Notice

TEACHER ArcORK—Jacqueline McCann, well known violin teacher in the Paducah area, conducted special
sessions to demonstrate string music teaching techniques during the 29th annual Quad-State String Festival at
Murray State University on Monday.She is shown with one of her students, Denise Johnston, 4, the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. James D. Johnston of 623 Hillgate M Paducah. About 200 elementary, junior high, and senior high school
sttidents from Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee participated in the festival sponsored by the Department
of Music at Murray State and appeared in concert on the campus Monday evening.

Dr. Mullins Will Speak Sunday At Two Churches
. William P. Mullins, 73r., will
speak at 9:45 a. m. on Sunday,October
17, at the Story's Chapeli. United
Methodist Church and at eleven a. m.at
South Pleasant Grove Church.
"Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread"

Susan Usrey To
Speak, Nurse
The regular monthly Community
Continuing
Nursing
Education
Meeting, sponsored by the MurrayCallaWay County Hospital, will be held
Monday;October 18, at 7:30 p. m.in the
Hospitai Conference Room.
Mrs. Susan Usrey will be the guest
speaker and will present a case study
on "Pregnancy and Diabetes."
Susan is from Mayfield and is a
graduate of Murray State University.
Presently, she is participating in the
Western Kentucky Dietetic Traineeship
Program at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This'is a 12-month program
which prevides experience both in
clinical diets and administrative duties.
After the completion of this program
she is eligible to write the American
Dietetic
Association
( ADA/
registration examination.

Dr. Mullins will speak on the subject,
will bet he subject of the sermon by Dr.
"Search For Peace of Mind" at the
Mullins. His scripture will be from
•services at 6:30 p. m. Sunday at South
Matthew 6:11.
At South Pleasant Grove, the Church .Pleasant Grove.
'Choir, directed by Mrs. L. P. Cook, Jr:;
wikh Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist and
Todnuy Gaines as pianist will sing the
selection,"Peace Be Still."

Sinking Spring

Sermon Topic Is
Listed For Sunday
"Moses ,Nsi...lidonuny" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.' W. Edd-.
Glover, at the services at nine a.m. on
Sunday, October 17, at the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, and
at eleven a.m. at North Pleasant Grove
Char,ch.
His scripture will be from Hebrews
11:23-26.
Special music will be presented by
the choir, directed by Emma Dean
Lawson, at North Pleasant Grove
where Mr. and Mrs. Randy -Lowe will
be greeters, and Ricky and Randy
Garland, Tommy Thornton,and Randy
Lawson will be ushers.
Sunday School will be at ten a.m. at
both Liberty and North Pleasant Grove
Churches.

To Hear Pastor
Regular worship services will be held
Sunday. October 17, at the Sinking
Spring - Baptist Church with Bro.
Lawson Williamson, minister:speaking
at eleven a.m.and 6:45 p.m.
The Adult Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Mrs. Sem at.the piano and
Mrs. Jim Neale at the organ; will sing
-There's Something About A Mountain" with John Brown as soloist.
Gene Jones, deacon of the week, will _
assist in the services,
The Youth Choir will meet at 5:30
p.m. - for practice and sing in the
everting service. At the close of the
service the Youth will have a going
away 'fellowship for Rick Wilkerson
who Will beleaving for the service.
VolunteerNn.ursery workers will. be
Jane Stallons, Pat Dalton, and Laura
Paschall.
Sunday School will ei ten a.m: and
Church Training arsix p

1. legal Notice

I. legal Notice

NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 11:30 a. m.E.S.T.
November 9, 1976, by the Public Service Commission of
-Kentucky at its offices in Frankfort, Kentucky,in Case
No. 6660 as to the reasonableness of the following rate
schedule changes which the West Kentucy Rural Elec.,
tir-Cooperative Corporation, of Mayfield, Kentucky,
eqoposes to place into effect as to all its members and
stibscribers, subject to approval by the Commission:
RESIDENTIAL RATE—SCHEDULE RS-6
Availability
. This rate .shall-apply only to electric service to a
single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household arioliances. and the personal comfort and convenience of those 'residing
therein. Any such dwelling in which space is occasionaly used for the conduct of business by a person
residing there may be served under this rate. Where a
portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the conduct
of business, the electricity consumed in htat portion so
used shall be separately metered and billed under the
General Power Rate; if seperate circuits are not
provided, by the customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate.
.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
supplied shall be at the discretion of Distributor and
-shall be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and/or other colt-ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac,cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base Charges .
Customer Charge:12.60
per delivery point per month _
PER MONTH_
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthour*
Additional kilowatthours per.month at 1.7r cents per
kik,s',atthuur
r

4

'as increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Adjustment
• The customer's bill for each month shall be increased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-.
thy bill for all customers served under this rate
schedule except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances affecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
GENERAL POWER RATE—SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric Service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers including, without limitation, churches, clubs, fraternities, orphanages, nursing homes, rooming or boarding houses, and like customers; and other customers
except those to Whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor:
,Under B below power shall be delivered at a transmission voltage of 161-kV 9r, if such transmission
valtage is not available, at the highest . voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request.ilower standard voltage is agreed upon. w

-

Base Charges
A.. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if airy, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less;
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no
demand charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10
per killowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand peg month at
$2.20 per kilowatt
'
Energy Charge:,
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 3.243 cents
per kWh'
,•
Next 14,500 kilowatthours per month at 2.343 cents
per kWh'
Next 25,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.437 cents
per kWh*
Next 60,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.187 cents
per kWh'
• Next 400,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.087 cents
per kWh*
Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.047 cents pet
kWh*
'as in-Creased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
B. ,Iteither the customer's demand for the month-0'ns contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Adcaional charge for any demand in excess of
customer's contract demand:,$1.91 per kilowatt per
month
Energy Charge: 0.993 cent per kilowaithour per month as increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Facilities Rental Charge —
.Xplcá&iITnder 13Above
• There.shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedulefor delivery at bulk transnission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than 161
kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge shall be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages below
46 kV,in which case the charge shall be 55 cents per kW
per month for the first 10,000 kW and 30 cents per kW
per Month for the excess over 10,000 kW. Such charge
shall be applied to the customer's currently effective -7
contract demand and shall be in addition to all -other
charges under this rate schedule including minimum
bill charges.
Adjuitment
The customer's bill for each month shaft be increased or decreased in accordance with
current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
Determination of Demand
Distributor shall measure the demands'inkilowatts
'of ill customers haying loads in excess of 50 kilowatts.
The demand for Any month shall be the higher of the
highest average during any 30-consecutive-minute
period -el the month of la) the load measured in
kilowatts or (131 85 per centof the load in kVA plus an
additional 10 per cent for that part of the load over 5,000
kVa,, and such amount.shall be used as the billing
demand except that, under B above,, the billing
demand for any month shall in no case be less thanthe •
sum of(1)40 per cent of the first 5,000 kilowatts,(2) 70
'percent of the next 45,000 kilowatts, and (3)90 per cent
of all kilowatts in excess of 50,000 kilowatts of the
.hightr of the currently effective contract demand or
(Continued On Page 12i_

Edited by
FRANK GONZALES

Munay Business News Briefs

Murray Chiropractic Center Opens

Do wives really work for nothing?

Dr. D. Chris Emmert of
the Emmert Chiropractic
Center is retiring. Taking
his place in the practice
will be Dr. Bryan L.
Thacker.

payment, compared to 25
be compensated for taking
care of the house and
children?
As` may be expected,
women supported the idea
more than men — surprisingly, however, by a
small margin —26 per cent
to 23per cent.
Singles are for it
Those who were single,
separated or divorced were
more likely to - support
payments to housewives
than married people,- the
survey revealed.
Those most inclined to go
along With the idea were
young women between the
ages of 18 and 29. Thirtythree per cent of women in
this, age group favored • Murray's newest 'stereo In makw the an- per cent of males at those sound room' has just been nouncement, James said same ages.
completed ' with
the "We will
only first
Among those likely to refurbishing of -their quality
,rnponents
favor compensation to quarters at TV - Service
housewives were female Center In ;he Central
college graduates, some 30 Shopping Center.
per ceilf voting "yes,"
According to Barry.
compared to 24 per cent of James all amplifiers,
male graduateS.
tuners, record, and tape,
White collar _workers, players'. are -mastered
professionals and people in through 'a c
- ommon. switthe technical occupations ching center that enableg
were more likely tasupport one to hear any comthe idea of payment than bination _in selecting a
blue collar workers.
match for your particular
_Who_stould be Raying the preference.
, The facility will allow
wife's salary? '
The majority or almost 6 you to design your own
out of 10 of those who felt sysiem.
that compensation for
housewives was in order,
This Busines) . mid .
thought that the husband
Bob N.anny
News Feature
should bet-he one to pay the •
Rob- Nannc ha,s. been
salary. More than 2 in 10"
WitilWar
named local riaresentative
felt that the governinenu
Each
Federal
Kemper
of
.5hould foot the bill.
•
Insurance Company.It was
Saturday
Surprisingly„ more men
ann need t day by the
than women said that the
hi +he
lieginnal Sales
_Com
husband should pay the
Murray
Mana er, Keh Htimphreys.
salary rather. than the
,Pederal. Kemper. is 'a
government — 65 per cent
Ledger &
division of the Kemper
to,52 percent.

Dr. Thacker graduated
with honors -in 1975 from
the Palmer College of,
Chiropractic in Davenport,
'Iowa and has spent the last
year and a half there as a
resident and instructor in
X-Ray. While at the College
he served as Chairman of.
the X-Ray Technique
committee and designed a
new program for the instruction of X-Ray.

Barry James readies new sound room

"The only -differehce
beat weer' a wife and a
servant is that the wife
works for nothing," an
earlier-day feminist,
George Sand, said almost a
century ago.
While the controversy on
the domestic status of
women continues, spurred
by
today's feminist

movement, a survey
released this week by the
American 'Council of Life
Insurance reveals that 74
per cent of people interviewed nationally felt
that'housewives should not
be paid for their labors.
Who were the one in four
Americans who believed
that homemakers should

DANA' NOTES
by William M..Boyd
• "Spear" coins, made of iron or
Copper and often a foot or.
more in length, were once
used as money in the Belgian'
Congo. They were also used as
weapons.

. ? Stop in and let
Are you fighting financial prollems
us explain how we might be able to help. 'it .
.
•
PEOPLES BANK
Member FDIC
munitax U iT. .

1 legal Nutiu

•

Dr. Bryan Thacker
Dr. Thacker received his
pre-professional education
at Eastern New Mexico
,
University and The State
University of New York

Dr. Thacker is married
and has four children. He is
currently participating in a
transition , program with
Dr. Emmert and -is looking
forward to meeting and
takinK ,are of all of his
former
current
and
patients as well as any new. /
individuals who are in need/
of his services.',

4

such as Hitachi, Sansui,
Pioneer and -H-f-(' and. of
course we SeGV t' !,1 1 WC'
sell."

11'4)

Ili() •

Bank of Murray

Bob Nanny New Kemper Appointee

Times

with an emphasis in the
biological sciences. Since
graduating he has attended
several pod( graduate
programs in specialty
fields and has' received
special training in the field
of Cranial Adjusting.

Insurance group, which
writes all forms Of Fire-and
•
Casualty:insurance'
Bob forrtirl - was
associated with Kenkucky„
Central ins. Co. for the past
8 years. He served '2 ,of
a
in
years
those
management position.. He
is active in twin church and
civic affairs. He currently serves as church school
superintendent at the
United
Hill
Temple
Methodist Church.
,
He attended school in..
'Alm°, Kentucky, and is a
graduate - of Almo High
School and .Murray State
University. The. I'lantiey's live at
Almo,' Kentucky. They
have 2 children, ages Sand
9.

Confiratidatioas
TO
•...
•

m - ill,'es •
hdr \wqrs

11r.),-an Tlificket
•

't
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1. legal Notice
„IS OF THIS dare 10-16-76,
I Nellic Jo Roberts am
1‘,114er responsible for
(icb., other than my
n Nelliejo Roberts1
2. Notice
FREE VISIT. United
Figure Salon, Dixieland
('enter. Call 753-6881.
ripen Monday-Friday.
unril 7130 p.m.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$75p at .Hornbuckle
Barber Shop. 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
'Open Tuesday-Friday,
hour's 8-1: Saturday 8-3.

2. Notice

2. Notice

Fire
753-1441
Police
. 753-1421
Rescue
. 7514957
Ambulance
.• 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency
153-5131
Humane Society

753-3991

1

614 4th Street,
753-7363

1. Legal Notice

News Society and
Sports
75.3-J918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
ClosSified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be •
reached on 7531916and 753-1917.

Comprehensive
Care ...
7534412
Poison Unita/ . . 153-ISIS
Senor Citizens- . . 753-0929
Needline
153-NEED
Learn to Read
753-2211$

Social Concerns
Committee and
The ledger 8.

Ow en
MURRAY PAINT
HOBBY CENTER
IA, a p, t,, 8 00 p 114 Nlopthru Saturda; HO
!rain Sets & Accessories.
‘kriiiarie car & T ruck model
iLs maerarne kit! & supnlie, and much more Also
alit.. -wail paper and
standerrip,trit

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

If You
Need Them:

Times

Of

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
WHAT WE DO best is.
care. Needline,753-6333. -

•
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon. the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.

1 Legal Notice

X
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express
our deep appreciation
and thanks to our many
relatives and friends for
he eiwpressions of
•sympathy and-kindness
extended to us following
the
death of our
husband, father, -and
brother,
Glen
H.
McKinney.
Special thanks to Rev.
C. C. Brasher, Gus
Robertson, Jr., the
pallbearers, students
and teachers at North
Elementary
and
Calloway High Schools,
and donors of..food and
flowers.
Maureen Mc(inney,
Tami •. and
Angi
McKinney, and.. James
and Sandra McKinney
5 Lost And Found
LOST titAILER tire
between Murray and
Faxon. Reward offered.
Call 753-4988.

PARIS MEAT Processing
Company is now open
for business. Custom
slaughtering
and
complete processing for FOUND WEISER key No.
E-25476. Found outside
home freezers. Beef,
Fred's-Srort-,' dley
am.1fciga, deer-in-d-goats.
at Ledger & Tunes.
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and
Paris Highway._ Call 901- LOST LADIES.gold wrist
watch, at Murray High
642-8201, after hours,
School or Big John's.
901-642-2269.
USDA
Sentimental value.
approved and inspected.
Reward. Cap 753-8534.
I. Legal Notice

1 Legal Nctice

6 Help Wanted
FULL OR .PART Time.
Will accept college
• student applicants for
Local Plant. Send
Resume to P O. Box 221,
Murray;-Ky
SOMEONE TO install a
fence around the yard.
Call 753-1398 or 762-6341.
SECRETARY.
experienced.
Prefer
consider
Would
beginner with excellent
shorthand and typing
skills. Reply to Box 618,
stating
Murray,
experience and salary
requirements..
.

LEqm,

TAKING
NOW
apPlications for part
time waitresses. If yau
are not interested In
working weekends and
evenings, di, not apply.
No phone calls. Colonial
House Srnrasbord.
SJ,kLES
krne
PERSON, fulj

310 3r3

15.Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sal
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-toads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 exterior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
,

1173 ALL ELECTRIC 12x
50. Complete. Ready to
roll. Call 489-2242.

16 Home Furnishings/

1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' on large, nice
-corner lot in subdivision
in front of „East
Elementary. Has new
outbuilding and .2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell. Call 753-1775.

refrigerator.
$50.00. Call 753-2762.

ELECTROLUX SALES•
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day or night.

111=11111

store.Mirs be..experienced.
Gciod
working ( ondi 'on.
"NEVER USED anything
Excellent salary. A
like it,- say tiRer,s of
Behr's, Central Shop•
lue Lustre carpet.
ping Center. Murray.
ner. Rent electric
sham
r. Big IC, Bel
SECURITY -GUARD. for
Aire Shópng Center.'
specialty sire, ThurC-sday and:Prid_ay,_ 54, Saturday, 1-9, Sunday 1MIMEOGRAPHNN.,
6. Must be experienced
MACHINE, like new.
and have own uniform.
Reasonable. Call 753Apply Behr's central
- 8771 after 5p. m.
Shopping Center,
Murray.
FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES,
WANTED. SALES
polished brass, antique
Consultant who has
brass or blackened
successful sales exbrass, $88.88. Aluminum
perience. Earn $300-$500
step ladders, 5 ft. $11.88;
per week, plus auto
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
expense
bonus.
Aluminum
extension
Tremendous • future if
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
you are the right person.
ft. $24.88','24 ft. $32.88.
Must be married,
Pace CB ralios model
honest, dependable, and •
143 $69.95, model 123-A
willing to assume
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
responsibility. If you
model 2300 $139.95.
feel you are qualified,
Portable
electric
dial Paducah 443-4595.
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
stack, $31.99. Electric
• WANTED - Someone to
water heater, 17 gallon
pick corn with conveyor
$59.95, 30 gallon $68.88,
and put corn in crib. Call
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
75.3-2542,Pete Henson.
satircharni, in.,/
1
2in.,
or 404 pitch enough for
$2500 PER HUNDRED
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
stuffing envelopes. Send
$9.95, 20 in. $10.95: Mr:
self-addreued, stamped
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
envelope.F TK EN- Coffee I, $29.95. Wallin
TERPRISE, Box 21679, Hardware, Paris,Tenn.
Denver,CO 80221.
FAIRFIELD SOFA, blue
and white floral ,with
NEED BRICK layer to
chair included. Platlay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365- form rocker, redwood
pa.io
se.. Wicker
3933 after 6P. m.
headboard. Lawn
mower. Pree used
FULL TIME GRILL
carpe'. Can be seen at
cook. Days. No phone
.818 N. 201h. Call 753-6017.
calls. Apply in person at
:Hungry Bear,1409 Main.
ANTIQU Fit-HALL TREE,

Pets

BABY BED without
mattress. Car seat. Call
753-2532.

THE BEST! The most
practical! Even beats
the bean bag. Try THE
OLD SHOE now at Crass
TWO PAIR, 1 pair 72". Furniture.
wide, 1 pair 37" wide.
USED
drapes. Like new. Call KIRKSEY
FURNITURE
.
Washer,
492-8618.
dryer, living and dining
room
suites. Call 489_
BATH
TUB
EN2752.
CLOSURE kits. Marblized and solid colors
ril
can be installed-- by 1
amateur. Murray
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
Lumber Co.,104 Maple.
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
ASHLEY IMPERIAL
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
wood stove. Never been
24 Hour answering
used. - Prite $285. Call
service.
753-3206.
SIGNED AND numbered
prints are now available
of White Owl. Contact
Donny Hudson at 753.
4872after 5-ir.-rn.

y „13

'KENMORE PORTABLE
sewing. machine. $50.
Call after 6,753-0745.
19. Farm Equipment
TERRELL TIDWELL
will do combine work for
public. Contact at 4354426.

1974
LAWRENCE
MOBILE HOME: 12x50,
2 bedroom, all electric,
Service pole. Practically new 17,000 BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning. Lived
in one year, $4550.00.
Call 3544465 after 5 p.
m.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 68.
Three bedroom, split
level.' Located in Fox
,Meadows,Trailer D-2.

Supp' •

DOBERMAN PUPPIES.
AKC,8weeksoltt,'three
months, ears c1iped.
Call 901-6485424,
Gleason,Tenn.
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 7537126.
TWO SIAMESE Idhmts
for sale. Call 753-7378.
40. Produce
HALLOWEEN PUMPKIN. Pete Hinson, call
753-2542.
EAR- CORN for sale. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.
41. Public Sales
RUMMAGE SALE in
Coldwater on Highway
121 at the old Ashland
Station. Friday and
Saturday. 9-5. Clothes
and miscellaneous.
'

WE BUY used mobile
hoines. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
_ 40-19.140C
--YARD--SALE,-- elothes;-- furniture, _hoots and
29.Mobile Home Rentak
things. Red Delicious
apples, $5.00 bushel.
LARGE SHADY private
Market on 94 East:Fruit
lot for mobile home.Call
9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Friday
488-2595.
and Saturday.
32 Apartments For Rent

APARTMENT
FOR
i Continued From Page 11).
costs), including appropriate overheads, of providing,
RENT. 308 South lath.
owning, and maintaining such system or installation
Call 753-0859.
the highest billing demand established during the
provided that, for athletic field lighting installations,
preceding 12 months.
FURNISHED
APARTEASY SEED seed sower,
such investment charge shall in no case be less than-12
Minimum Bill •
•
MENT. $50 month. At
3 p. h., like new, only
per cent per year of such costs. Said investment charge
The monthly bill under A above shall not be less than
Concord. All
sown 12 acres. $100.00.
New
the higher of(1)the base customer charge or(2)70 per . shall be in addition to the annual investment charge on
electric. Call 436-2427.
Call 354-6691.
The facilities necessary to provide service to such
cent of the base demand charge (adjusted for the porsystem or installation as provided for in the preceding
tion of the current Adjustment Addendum applicable to
paragraph. • Replacement of lamps and related
NEW ANT') used John
TWO BEDROOM unthe customer's billing demand as provided- in Adglassware for traffic signal systems and athletic field
Deere planters, Allisfurnished duplex, 1
justment above)applied to the higher of(1)the currenlighting installations provided under this paragraph
Chalmerg hard land
block of major shopping
tly 'effective contract demand or (b) the highest
shall be paid for under the provisions of paragraph A in
planter. Vinson Tractor
center. $135 per month.
demand established during the preceding 12 months.
Section III.
Company,753-4892.
Deposit required. Call
The monthly bill under B above shall not be less than
III. Replacement of Lamps and Related Glassware 753-5421-after Sp. m.
the base demand charge (adjusted in accordance with
•
Street and Park Lighting.
the portion of the current Adjustment Addendum apFARM FANS grain
Customer shall be billed and shall pay for
plicable to the customer's billing demand as provided
cleaner, corn, bean and UNFURNISHED
2
replacements as provided in paragraph B below, which
in Adjustment above) applied to the higher of (4) the
wheat screens. Phone
bedroom apartment.
shall be applied to all service for street and park
currently effective contract demand or(b)the highest
345-2794 at Farmington.
Ready for immediate
demand established'during the preceding 12 months.
occupancy.
Call 753A. Distributor'shall bill the customer monthly for
Distributor may require minimum bills higher than
4331.
such
replacements
•
during
INTERNATI
each
month
ONAL
at Distributor's
806
those.stated above.'
cosrof materials, including appropriate storerocan'extractor, 12 ft. Inter- - DUPLEX APARTMENT
Seasonal Service
•
pense.
national wheel disc. 5-16
- Customers who contract for service on a seasonal
in country on private
B. Distributor shall bill the customer monthly for
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
basis shall belimited to 1,500 kilowatts and shall pay
road. Partially furone-twelfth of the amount by which Distributor's cost
row Ford drill. Call 395the above charges plus 10 per cent of the bill computed
oished. Fully carpeted.
of
materials,
including
appropriate storeroom ex-.
after_any actjustmenttare appliecLForsuch cu,stomers
All electric. 6140. city
pense, exceeds the product of 3 mills multiplied by the
•the minimum monthly bill provided for above shall not
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
water included, deposit
number
of
kilowatthours
used
for
street
and park
apply. Instead, such customers shall pay a minimum
needs. Call AAA Fence
required. Call 753-8848.
lighting during the fiscal year immediately preceding
monthly;bill of $5.00 so long as'service is connectek
Supply
Co.,
1-444-6865,
shall pay a minimum annual bill which shall in no case - the fiscal year in which such month occurs.
Paducah,Ky.
DUPLEX,
new
3
Metering
be less than (a
at 3 cents per kilowatthOur of the
bedroom, 641 South 41
/
2
For any billing month or part of such month in which
maximum monthly consumption for customers whose
22 Musical
miles. Reference and
the energy is rid metered or for which a meter reading
demand does not exceed SO kilowatts or ( $10.06Per
deposit,
no pets. Phone
CONRAD'S PIANOS is found to be in error or a meter is found to have failed,
.kilowatt of the maximum demand established for
492-8120.
ORGANS,
Kimball
and
the
energy
for
billing
purposes
that
for
billing month or
customers whose demand is over 50 kilowatts; and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
part of such month shall be computed from the rated
shall pay in addition the actual cost of connections and
FOR RENT THREE
and Clark. Largest
capacity of the lamps t including ballast) plus 5 per
bedroom house, undisconnections in eicess Of one of each per year.
selection in , Western
cent of such.rapacity ..to reflect secondary circuit
furnished. On Valentine
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE-Schedule LS
Kentucky, 753-1424,
losses, Multiplied by the number of hours of use.
Ave. Call 753-2342.
Availability
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Revenue and Cost Review
- Available for service t6 street and park lighting
Ky.
Distributor's costs of providing service under Part A
- systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
.BEAUTIFUL MODERN
of this rate schedule are subject to review at any time
installations (during prescribed use-periodL and outredwood and stone 2
24 Miscellaneous
and from time to time to determine if Distributor's
- door lighting forindividual customers.
bedroonrcountry home.
revenues from the charges being applied are sufficient
Service under this schedule is for a term of not less
Central heat, air and
FOR SALE WASHER and
to cover said costs. If any such review discloses that
than one year.
vacuum.
$225.
Double
revenues are either less or more than sufficient to
oak.
sea; • dryer. $150. Baby items
References
and
damage
NEED
THREE
for
MEN
and diapers. Call 753PART A - CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
siorage, bevel mirror,
cover said costs, Distributor shall revise the above indeposit required. Call
sales and service. $165
0209.
LIGHTING SYSTEMS,TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
vestment charges so that revenues will,be sufficient to
sell for half.of full yalue.
753-7410.
week
per
salary
plus
AND 'ATHLETIC FIELD . LIGHTING INcover said costs. Any such revision of the annual inCall 753-0275 after 5- p.
cornrhission plus fringe
STALLATIONS
CUSTOM MATTRESS THREE BEDROOM, 2
vestment charge provided for first above in Section II
m.
benefits. Call 7534359.
I. Energey Charge: 1.984 cents per kilowatthour as inmade any size for anof Part A of this rate schedule.shall be by agreement
bath, fully furnished, all
creased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito
tique beds or campers.
between Distributor and TVA.
BABY, GIRLS and ladies
electric. 1.5 miles from
the Schedule of Ratesand-Char-gee- -- -Buy direct and save on
PART B - CHARGES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING
clothing. Nine through
Murray. $175 month,
10 Business Opocitunity
Adjustment .
all
FOR INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS
mattresses, .$100 deposit. No singles.
15, and alsO lady shoes,
The customer's bill for each month shall be inHealthopedic or foam.
Charge Per Fixture
9/
1
2-10. Call 753-6069 after
Call 753-9829.
Book
CHRISTIAN
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
Lamp Size
6.
Chestnut.
Cgnter,
608
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
(Watts) - Btce Monthly Charge
t • Type of Fixture
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
HOUSE. VERY efficient,
II. Investment Charge:
Phone 1-443-7323.
Mercury Vapor or
175
$3.00
MAMIYA C-330 camera.
4 bedroom, etc. Near
The annual investment charge shall be 12 per cent of
Incandescent'
250
3.50 FOR
Normal and wide angle TRACTOR MOWER 8 h.
schools. Call 753-2800.
SALE or lease on
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of the
4.75 •
lenses. $395: Call 1-247100
p. Briggs and Stratton
Murray State University
facilities devoted to street and park lighting service •
7.75
.700
campus. - Billiard • 3541 after6 p.
engine, electric start,
TWO BEDROOM house,
- _specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall be
1,000
0.00
electric
lights, 36 in. cut,
Business"
and
Rental
furnished. Ten miles
recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often if
High Press.Sodium
100 3.50 ,
like new. $500,. Call 753Property, $13,900, for
substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
from
town. (New
150
3.75
FOR
total purchase. Will
47826-9 p. m.
inonth, one-twelfth of the then total annual investment
Providence) Married
250
5.00
SALE:
lease Billiard Business
couples only. Refrence
charge shall be biUed to the customer. If any part of the
400
-6.50
for $3.,5,i month or,3yill
facilities has not been provided at the electric system's
Camper
required. Call 4924594
top- for
WELDING RIG and
1,000
14.00
lease 22' x 56' building
after 5:30 weekdays.
expense or if the installed cost of any portion thereof is
regular pickup truck,equipment. Any or all.
*Incandescent fixtures not offered for new service.
for $300 month. Contact
75. One Kodak movie
. reflected on the books of another municipality or agen74 Lincoln 200 amp on 62
The above charges in this Part B are-limited to serJim Biggs, (502) 826cy or department, the annual investment charge shall
camera,
projeetor,
rebuilt Ford truck. New
36 For Rent Or Lease
vice from a photoelectrically controlled standard
5822.
; be adjusted to reflect properly the remaining cost to be
light bar, $50. One 220
steel bed. See at Halfstreet lighting fixture installed on a pole already in
: borne by the electric system.
volt new 3 element
way Point Garage, 13 FOR RENT - Clean up.
place. If the customer wishes to have the fixture in• . Traffic signal systems and athletic field lighting inheater, $AO. One pormiles, South of PariS on
or. body shop. Near
stalled at a location 'other than on a pole already in.
• stallatlons shall be provided,'owned, and maintained
table black and white
'New Camden Highway.
Midway on 641 Highway.
place, Distributor may apply a monthly charge not to
COINS AMERICAN,
TV., $30. One 24'
by and at the expense 'of the customer, except as
Call 753-5311.
exceed $2.00 per pole'fhr additional poles required to
Foreign, old and gold.
Distributor may agree otherwise in accordance with
Riviera Cruser .Pon26 TV-Radio
serve the fixture from Distributor's nearest available
LEASE - Building,
FOR
Call 753-9232.
the protrisions of the paragraph next foNowing-in this
toon
boa-- wItli
source. Distributor may uniformly-,adjost _the-above
20 x Aeon 305.N.4th.Call
ZENITH
1977
and
TV's
hydraulic trailer, 40
Section II. The iscilities necessary to provide service
base monthly charges up or down by an amount not to
75315881.
Stereos at the lowest
horse power Johnson
to such systems and installations shall be provided by
exceed $1.00. '
WE Buy your used
biggest
prices
with
the
motor, $2,500, for
and at the expense of Distributor's electric system,and - When so authorized by policy duly adopted, by
37 Livestock • Supplies
mobile' homes. Saddle
gtiarantee at Sisson's
whole rig, . . 753-0176,
the annual investment charge provided for first above
Distributor's governing board,special outdoor lighting
and spur, Paducah, Ky.
Zenith Sales and-Ser- TWO MALE HOGS. Pure
8-5, KENT WRIGHT
• in this Section II shall apply to the installed cost of such
installations may be provided, owned, and maintained
For free estimate. Call
bred Duroc. Six -months
vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
GLASS
CO.,
facilities.
by Distributor's electric -system. In such cases
442-1918.
INC..
old.
Cail 474-2369.
Sundays
We
Open
..
.
.
Custom
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by
glass tables,
Distributor may require reimbursement from the
service what, we sell.
bo-Ok-shelveS, Storm
Distributor's governing board, traffic signal systems
customer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any SMALL - FARM, .•apiloori and windows igand athletic field lighting installations may be
FOR SALE 50 pigs. Call
Such initallation and Shall require payment by the
proximately 50- acres
27..Mobile Home Slles
proVkled.owned,and Maintained by Distributor's elecstalled
and repaired.
753-9681.
customer of monthly charges sufficient to cover alr of
good
with house or
Also see or order our
tric: system'for the customer'S benefit: In such cases
Distrtbdutor's costs r except reimbursed costs), inbuilding site in Calloway
Distributor may require reimbursement from the
deeoupage.
TRAILER FOR'SALE or
Your
cluding appropriate overheads, of providing, owning,
County, Can 753:4788
38 Pets Supplies
cho;ce or special orcustomer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any
rent. 12 65 almost new
and maintaining such installations.
ders...
If you have.an
such,System or installation and shall require payment
3 bedroom. $160 month.
West Kentucky Rural ElectriC
ARC REGISTERED Tiny
SMALL MOBILE home 5
idea We can bring:it to
by the customer of an investment charge sufficient to
Deposit and reference. • Toy Poodles. Male
Cooperative Corporation ' to 7 years old. Call 753and
life in glass.
cover all of Distributor's -costs (except reimbursed
Phone492-6120.
Mayfield, Kentucky
female. Call 753-0957.
8216 atter 5 Pin'
•
•

7

Fl

FIVE PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday, 95, clothes, baby items,
small appliances, lots of
1
2
nick-nacks. 121 North,/
mile West of Coldwater.
,
Watch for signs.
.00

SIX FAMILY Sale, at
American
Legion
Building, Saturday,
October 16th. Large
variety of new and used
clothing, sizes from
infancy thru size 20. Also
household items, antiques, books .and
magazines, and casOtte
tapes.
YARD SALE. Two party,
505 South 7th. 9a. m. to 5
p. m.Saturday.
43. Real Estate
REALLY
NEAT
3
bedroom- brick-and 2
acres near Coldwater.
Gas and electric heat,
• fenced backyard, nice
hardwood floors. New
well pump and recently
cleaned septic tank. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N.
12th.,
BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE.
For the young couple who
need a nice home but mast
watch rite budget - 3
bedroom brick den, kit•
cher+ 4 acre lot S22 500
Once in • while a home
comes along that has oil the
charm and distinction of the
really expensive residences
with choice landscaping: 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths with
double lavatories, den with
Franklin stove large utility.
U shaped
kitchen,
economical gas • plus glass
doors opening on patio with
magnificent view. 536,500.
Country living
under
$20,000
First time on
market 3 bedroom brick,
kitchen includes built-in
range and washer-dryer
hookup: bath with shower:
outside storage on carport.
located northwest of
Murray on I' 2 acres.
Wilson in, & Real Estate
Call 753-3263 anytime

FANTASTIC BUY. Home'
and grocery store, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home is
older frame on 34 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, car,pet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. Barn and
smoke house. Store is
well stocked with $6$10,000 inventory and
gasoline pumps. The
price will amaze you
and everything goes
including all stack and •
buildings. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE,GuySpann Realty,
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
FOR , ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and '
Real Estate, 753-3383.
Across frgm Post Office.

1
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43. Real Estate

ES.
ee
ed.

.4
43
k.
=cm
46. Homes For Sale

HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Hotne is
almost new 3 bedroom,2
bath brick ranck' home
with large ,rooms.;
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached
garage.
Located East, of Murray
• quiet, peaceful area.
La :• machine shed and
other o ide storage on
property.
Phone
KOPPERUD lK4LTY,
753-1222 and inspecIbs
fine property.
-

NEW THREt bedroom
home with living room,
den, kitchen and two
baths. Fully carpeted.
Central heat and air
conditioning. Large
- corner .1q4. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Linda Drake at 7530492.

M
Another Viet.

lE"X la 3L,
51. Services Meted

BY OWNER: Z room
ranch style house with
75 acres 2 acres in
timber,
70
acres
tillable).
Three
bedroom house with
attached
garage.
Recently redecorated.
Two stock barns, 70'
equipment shed, dairy
barn,
other. • outbuildings. All under
woven wire fence. One
mile_ west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 7535618..

1 Services Offered

BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable seerrice.
Three bull dozers to
serve
you.
Free
estimate. Call Steven
- Alexander at 753-1959 or
LW.Lyons 474-2264.

AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED housekeeper, babysitter.
Phone 7,53-1387.
NEED -TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

FURNITURE
REFINISHING. No
major repair work.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-8761.

SHRUB AND TREE
trimming and removal.
Call 436-2294 after 5 p.
m.
53 Feed And

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.

FOR SALE-seed wheat.
DOZER,
LOADER,
$4.00 bushel. Call 435WHY
PAINT? Let Giver
r S.
backhoe work. Grading,
4143.
and
Wilson
gs.
put'
hauling and bushogging.
aluminum siding and
5354 Free Column
Free estimates. Call 436trim on your house.
ROBERTS REALTY 2382.
Colors
also
FREE PUPPIES. Call
patio
-.GUTTERING
BY
your leader in sales ig)
ens
awnings and aluminum
. 753-3538.
SEARS,Sears seamless
r1976
WILL
needs
DO
your
BABYSITIING
carports and window
gutters installed per
listings. Call 753-1651, if
in my home days. Call
awnings. Phone 753-1873
your specifications. Call
FREE -TWO 34 month
'you
are
753-6905.
interested
in
or 427-5425.
A DOUBLE wide mobile
Doug .Taylor at 753-2310
old pups. One is part
selling
yolir property.
_home on three tree
for free estimates.
Weimaraner,
bluishWILL
DO
SEWING
-or
THREE
BEDROOM
,--shaded lots can be yours
DRIVEWAYS
f
gray in color, and
45 Farms or Sale
ironing
in my home.Call
brick house, stran-steel
to move into imGRAVELED,vtill haul -.
call
FENCE SALES A'k
named Blue Baby. The
753_1783.
shop building. On two60 ACRES, nests' 2
HILL TELL YOU WHAT ThEY'RE
mediately. This is
all types of rock; white,
SEARS now. Call Doug
other is part shephard,
thirds--acre. Call 753CARRY146 N 11-tOSE ATTACHE CASE'
befiroom brick home. .lotaie*-•-in Bay wood
decorative and wash
• Taylor at 753-2310-for
bro
'with a black
8615.
PROI3L
,
STRATr0N9, PLAYBOY
Call 382-2299.
Vista near Ky 280
rock. All types of sand 'CUSTOM HAY' bailing
free estimates of your
muz1e, and named
all
and
custom
combining.
MAGAZINE ---"
Pottertown
and agriculture lime.
Road).
needs.
Poco. Both are friendly
46. Homes For Sale
Call 753-8090.
Property is priced to sell
BY 'OWNER: 7' room
Mark Bucy Trucking,
and affebtionate to the
49.
Cars
Used
49.Used
&
Cars
Trucks
&
Trucks
to settle an estate. John
call after 4 p.m. 753-6381
house Iva carport and
WET BASEMENT? We
Thu 11E1)RooN1 house
point of being almost
HAVING TROUBLE
or 753-5795.
C. Neutiauer, Realtor,
garage,. brick and rock
down right mushy. They
make wet basements
for sale by otiner. Near
1970 OLDS-442. Power 1964 TRIUMPH TR-4.
getting' those small
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
exterior on 514. acres
'
111
are in excellent heahh.
dry, work,,..completely
hospital. Shltwn by
753-6387.
Call
$500.
steering, power brakes,
plumbing jobs done?
call Pam Rodgers at 753With 600' Hightway
INSULATION blown in by
way
guaranteed. Call or
These
pups
were
app.'in, inert,. Call 753power windows, tilt
frontage) 4 miles north
7116.
SEARS save on these • Then call 753-6614.
[and
abandoned
write Morgan Con_2778_ be,%wen 9 m.and
and
_
MAVERICK
1974
with
wheel,
AM-FM radio, 2
high hear and cooling
of Murray on highway
desperately need good
and
struction Co., Route 2,
5 p. m.
power steering, brakes
mag wheels. Must sell.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
641. Three bedrooms,
bills, call Doug Taylor at
t hes
homes. Please help
FIRST TIME OFFERED
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
and air condition. Call
Take • over payments.
vinyl siding, aluminum
Pt
basement
bath,
753-2310
full
for
free
SALE
FOR
them. Call 753-3994 or
or
trade
42001. Phone day or
for
for his six room, 2
• 437-4526.
Call 474-22-L1, ext. 251.
or vinyl awnings.
with kitchen;gas central
estimates.
mobile home, lot, or
753-3535jifter 5:00.
'night 442-7026.
bedroom, 1'2 bath home
Vuminum Service Co.,
-heat.
and--a
ir,
hes,
,
-. •
., featuring
PICKUP.
1954
DODGE
Call 492-8647.
body shop. Price160.000. 1973 CHEVROLET' IMLAKELAND
CONand
bedroom brick on water
FREE TO SOMEONEfor
GENERAL RACKHOE
central gas
heat,
• 813. .ColdWater Road.
STRUCTION' backhoe
,
ous
a pet. Seven weeks old.
work', white .gravel,
PALA,.2 door harcholn.
basement and double • and sewer,'mid 20's. Call' Call 753-5618.
753-2580.
Call
MOBILE HOME anchors,
work in Baywood,
he!.
Female puppy. Call 753753-3672.
bank gravel. Call 436brakes, steering,air and
garage on 1.21 acres of
custom underpinning,
Panorama Shores area.
BY OWNER. Attrac'tive • vinyl
aSt
2616.
2306.
rooT. " 1973 196
lovely, landscaped
V.
W.
porch
and
patio
White rock delivered
small, 2 bedroorn,
day
Toronado Oldsmobile,
property. Included is BY OWNER -3 bedroom
SQUAREBACK, $495.
awnings, car porches
anywhere. Call Ross,
located at 513 Beale.
brakes, steering, air,
private well in addition
home, 2 small outBoat, motorand trailer,
and roofs. sealed. Call
436-2505.
Ideal for retired couple,
electric seats, and
to city water and sewer
buildings, close to
$395. 1973 Dasn
lu
with
753-1873
after 5 p. m.
young
family or rental
le,
windows, vinyl roof. 1968
system. Phone Kopshopping centers and
air, extra good, 1 owner.
Jack Glover.
CARPET
KIRBY
CARE
property.
y, 9Shopping
area
'GTO
steering,
brakes,
perud Realty for details,
downtown. On 641 South.
$1495.'Call 489-2595.
clean rugs of all kinds.
and new park within
air',-and vinyl roof. 1964
753-1222.
Call 7534154.
walking -'distance.
ELECTROLUX SALES
In business, homes, and
ts of
ChevroleiMalibu,2door
1976 CORDOBA, air
instilntion -rugs come
Priced_ to sell. Call 753-,
and service: Call Tony
harcifop. CalJ 753-8780.
h,
condition, tilt wheel,
4862 or 753-1611.
clean
steam
--by
Montgomery, 753-6760
tier.
cruise control, stereo
at •
cleaning.
Free
da Ohtight.
1971 PONTIAC''-kIon-.
tape. 4800 miles. Call
BY - OWNER. Three
estimates. 24 hoist,anDuring the. month of
neville. 2 .Dr, H. ir.
437-4738. ,
bedroom kitchen, dining
swering
service; 506. K AND H REtAIR.
at
Double power and air.
October
room, front and back
Maple 753-0359.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
gion
Excellent condition. '1971 DODGE FOUR door
porch, full basement.
All
ctininsaws and apay,
Low mileage $1190.00.
Polara Custom. One
Good buy. Call 753-5996.
-GLASS REPLACEMENT
pliances -Also buy and.
rge
Phone 354-6217.
owner local car. Call
work for automobiles,
sell.
Saves
-sharpened.
used
436-2427.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
homes, and stores, plus
from
AMERICAN ESKIMO
storm windows and
house,'large lot, with a
FOR
Male, Registered.
Also
1970 FORD F-100 Hanger
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
doors repaired or
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
Front the circus line, 1 year old
anSALE
XLT.
Automatic.
of
electric
heat,
air
replaced. Window glass,
driveways- to it, 1 mile
and
Call 7534063 for appointment
Excellent condition. 16
1971 Pontiac Bonneville new
condition, appliances,
mirrors, and table tops.
West
from
the
city
limitssette
tires factory sir cruisorninic
gauge
Browning
water
pumps,
water
M and G Complete
on 121. Call 753-6347.
hardtop . '850.00. Call 753 ,5738.
automatic. Call 43675671.
heaters and wiring. 30
Glass, Dixieland
Buy it' Ily it'
Years experience. Call
Shopping Center, 753BY OWNER - 3
1974
CREVROLET
436-5676.
arty,
FOR
SALE
0180.
-1971
Pontiac
bedroom, I'2 bath brick
Impala. Four door
to 5
in stock25
Bonneville. Call 753%, hardtop,
off list price
home with modern
FIREWOOD: CUT
steering, air
5738.
kitchen, den, living
brakes. $2495. Call 753- EXPERIENCED
order. Will delivtr. Calf
room, central gas heat
PAINTING,interior and
8914.
evenings 901-247-5569.
and central electric air. 1965 CADILLAC, 4 door
exterior by the hour or
sedan. $125. Also 1968
'Attached garage.
job. Free estimates. Call
1971 FORD GALAXIE
11 You •• 0o1r noss,e1ely smashed and
DOZER. WORK - small
Buick Electra 225
Located near, Murray
753-8343.
you 11 be leo node* noddy in undue. 14 days
3
_500. Local gar. Excellent
_
size
i.•• woe
ideal
for
leveling,
and.. •1•.41 you She hall purchase pr or
Custom:6495
Both
.
cars
High.
Priced ininId3tri.
xl 2
Of course you ousas1 owe Me ender proper
condition. Reasonable
20$ E. Main
spreading backftiling.
< are and sou .1 as darecled
mechanically A-1
Call 753-6007.
-7
FOR' YOUR SEPTIC
ater.
price. Call 753-8062.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
condition.ga
ll
436-5540.
backhoe
TANK
'eat,
and
Nobody washes clothes like Frigidaire
47 Motorcycles
work needs call John
nice
1972 VEGA GT. Four
LEON ARDS REPMRCHEVROLET
ew
GOOD CONDITION. 1973, 4971
speed. M a g wheel. , Lane. Phone 753-8669 oi
Shop. Small electric
Kingswood station
436-2586.
tly
Honda
750.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-8612 A
"Or Lonely" is at
appliances, lamps,
wagon.
Will
trade
-for
all
or 437-4529.
$950.('.all 753-3884.
heaters, etc. Call 753- .
older truck or car..Take
105
CARPET, CLEANING
Ward & Elkins waiting for
2666 after 1:00 p. m.
overpayments. Call 436experienced, very .
48 Automotive Service
1970 MALIBU 307 two
if your Maytag ever
Court Square 153-1113
AL
reasonable rates, ROY
barrel, needs front cap.
HARMON'S
reference
s,
free
$450. Call 753-9599.
needs parts or
FOR SALE - double air
CARPENTER SHOP.
1968 VISTA CRUISER'.
estimates. Quck drying.
horn. Call 753-6311.
Professionals. Building;
lopp
station wagon witb sun'
753-5827
Call
753-9618.
or
1963
FORD
remodeling, repairing.
vph•
roof
and
condition.
air
1952 Ford
49. Used Cars & Trucks
CUSTOMIZED van,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
pot
Call after 5 p. m. 75lTILE
meg ‘t:hcels, 8 track CERAMIC
3
Street,
Church
next
inis
to
Drive-In
9311 or 753-2674.
1972 FORD pickup, V-8
bathrgoms, Quarry,
kkstereo. Must see ...to
Theatre.
For Sale •
straight shift. 1969
appreciate Call 492- - slate-, mirrors, shower
1974 GMC 34 ton Sierra
Rambler, 4 door,
doors,_ paver tile .and. DRIVEWAYS AND
8441.
Going
to
highest
sealed bid. Send all bids to the
Grande, 24,000 Hwy.
Steering brakes and air.
brick work. Call James
Dexter Baptist Church, 00 James Pritchett,
parking
areas
white
the
miles, HT F & R, 3504'
Call 753-8487.
Hamilton 753-8500.
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
rocked and graded. Rip
the
bbf eng. Used as
1973
Oldsmobile
opened October 20, 1976, highest bid will be concos
rap
delivered
and
Cutless Supreme, 2
pleasure vehicle only.
1965 GItC
i van,6 cylinder,
3
tacted. To see contact
PAINTING, exterior and
placed. Decorated rock
door hardtop, bucket
Mint condition. $3,850.
with
straight shift with !nag
Bill Edwards, 437-4846
interior, new and, old
put
down
over
plastic.
seats,
sport
wheels,
Paris- 901442-6991.
with
wheels and good tires:
or
years
work,
with
back
of
Free
estimate.
Call
air
cor.ditioner,
AM-FM radio. $550.00.
experience, . -free
Howard Conner, 437-4454
Clifford Garrison, 753power,
double
•n,
AM
8
1972
VEGA,
1
owner. Low
_Phone 354-6217.
estimate, call 437-4534.
5429 after 4 p.m.
A request has been received from Sid and Loretless
track, stereo, blue
mileage. •
Good
risk
ta Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
with white vinyl top,
. condition. Call 753-7893
white interior, local,
hold n public hearing to rezone the property at
1973 NINE PASSENGER
or 492-8308.
new VW t le-in.
1200 and 1202 Sycamore from R-2 cesidential to
station wagon, fully
mier
PO Professional office. A public hearing will be
Carroll VW Audi
equipped. See at 401
011
1974 BUICK CENTURY
held at Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
0
0
.
Ks,
South 6th Street.
Chestnut Street
-Lwcus.
Excetlent
11-in
7:00 p.m. All interested parties are invited to atcomfit-ion. 15,000 miles.
753-8990
yer
tend this meeting.
1972 VEGA GT. -Silver
Call
753-0181
after
4
p.
er;
with black stripes. Call
m.
50.Campers
rt.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman of Murray Planning Com435492Safter 5 p. m.
Ot
mision. Steve Zeo, Resident Planner City of
1973 MONTEGO MX
POP UP CAMPER. Call
Murray, Ky.
Brougham. 44,000 miles.
753-8615
Air, power, $1800. 1973
1973 CHEVY SUBURCapri, sharp. Call* 753BAN. 34 ton front and
CAMPER - WIDE long
arid
3R33.
rear.
Air,
power
wheel- l!&se. Good
3me
steering, and brakes.
Conditi,.:.- Priced
also
1975 CAMARO LT. Fully
New tires. $3995.00. Call
reaseinatk
Call 753cew
equipped, 19,000 miles.
901-642-4798.
38'23.
•
is
Excellent conditicrn.
cre
Blue, new white wall
1966 FORD,$200. Call 48916' TRAILER, camper.
tires. Call 753-0358.
4
2488.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
et,
To
ent
Atlanta
51.Services Offered
and
is
40
ELEZI•RicA I. WIRING
Don't let your bathroom look like a has
$8-Kopperud
Realty
is
sMellie
proud
to
,
people of Murray and Calloway
home
and
:
ndtistrial,
air
and
been with yesterdays decor. Bathrooms
Heavy Duty
cOrictitiri7tng, and
providing
Courteous
County
by
Competen
-and
t Real Estate Service. We
['he
Factory List $329.95
for today and a lot of tomorrows to come
refrigerati n, plumbing
appreciate the excellent response and cooperation we have received
you
are done in MARBLE
and heat_. Call 474oes
which has made us the fastest growing Real Estate Firm in Murray. We 8841 or 753-:293. .•
$9
9
79
5
You can see it at its best at...
and •
forward to serving you in the future.
look
Our Wholesale
in
OR
LICENSED
ELSC- TO
".The Key To Your Real Estate Needs"
"Look Before You Buy"
I
TRICIAN Prornr4 'efficient ser,lee. NO job
tOo small Call Ernest '
• ."
White,753-J R)05.
INne

al
and
263.

October Special

Knives

/
0

14.1)1 Free HomeThal
Fngulaire.

Murray Supply
Co. Inc.

Heavy Duty %%slier

WARD-ELKINS

Public Notice

Kopperud Realty
Welcomes
Murray High School
Murray State University

Special
Purchase

ALUMNI

Wood Heaters

Thornton Tile
And Marble

- Murray Supply
Co.', Inc..

208 E. Main

Home-Coming Weekend

MARBLE

-Quality That Will Pleas('
753-33fil

So. 9th

753-57',

711 Main

GENERAf BACKHOE
work, ‘tb re gravel,
• bank gra\.i. Call 4362306.

.
lKOPPERUD
REALTY

e

RI

MEMBERS MULTIPLE LISTING

Bus. 753-1222
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Rbn Newberry To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Here

Obituaries 1

Funeral For Robert
Ward Are Slated
For This Afternoon
Funeral sservices for Robert C. Ward
of 837'Hurt Drive Murray, will be held
today Sat.) at four p.m. at the chapel
of ;he Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
with Rev. Jerrell While and Rev. Jack
Jones officiating and Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist.
Pallbearers will be John D. Williams,
James Swann, Cleburne Adams, Keith
Kennedy, Fred Swann and Scott
McNabb. Burial will be in the Murray
('emetery..
Mr. Ward, age 64, died Thursday
morning in Memphis, Term. He was a
veteran of World War II and a member
of the Memorial Baptist Church of
Murray. His parents were the late Clint
Ward who died in 1941 and Nellie Gray
Clap on Ward who died in 1970.
Mr. Ward is survived by one sister,
Mrs. G. B. (Pauline) Jones of 1904
Gaiesborough Circle Murray; two
nieces, Miss Margaret Nelle Jones and
Miss Mary Ann Jones both of Murray;
_two nephews, Lien Jones of Murray and
Robert Charles Johansen of Newport
Beach, Calif.

Funeral services for Ivan Cream of
712 River Road, Murray, will be held
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with
Dr. Bill Whit taker officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin playing the piano. Burial
will be in the Murray Cemetery.
Pallbearers serving will be John
Lowry, Glen C. Hodges, Leon Farmer,
Bill Bailey, Johnny Crouch and A. 0:
Woods.
Mr. Gream, age 72, died at 9:55 p. m.
Thursday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a retired
carpenter, a member of the First
Baptist Church and the Fellowship
Sunday School•Class of the church. His
parents were the late James Gream
and Fannie Gooch Gream,and his wife,
Mrs. Lucille Gream,died in 1957.
Survivors include one son, Millard
Gream; one granddaughter, Mrs. Mary
Lavonda Holland.;.. two greatgranddaughters, Tabitha and Victoria
Holland. all of Adelanto,Calif.

Stroehecker Named
To New Position

The 107th annual meeting of the Blood
Ron Newberry will be the speaker at
River Baptist Association, composed of
;he morning worship services at both
Missionary Baptist Churches in
8:30 a. m. and 10:40 a. m. and at the
Calloway and Marshall Counties will
evening services at six p. m. at the
open on Monday,October 18, at seven p.
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
m. at the First Missionary Baptist
The Iwo morning services were
Church, Benton.
started on Sunday, October 10, with the • Dr. C. M. Aldridge, president of the
regular minister, Bro. John Dale,as the
Clearereek Baptist School, will give
speaker. He is in a gospe! meeting at
the opening address with Rev. Jesse C.
Danville this weekend.
&ticker making the State Board
Scripture for the morning services
Presentation.
will be from John 10:9-10 which will be
Tbe annual sermon will be by Rev.
read by Mitchell .Mowery and Ken
Virgil Blankeaship, pastor of the Salem
Farley. Announcemtnts will be by
Baptist Church.
Tommy Carrawark and Johnny
Rev. Byrd Ison, secretary, Annuity
Bohannon with prayers to be led by Bud
Department, Kentucky Baptist ConGibbs, Gene Paul King,Sack Rose, and
vention, will make the closing address
Huie Sutter.
on Monday night.
Joe Mark Alls will read the scripture,
Tuesday, October 19, at 9:30 a. m. the
Ephesians 4:1-6 at the evening service
Association will meet at the Bethel
Baptist Church, Benton, with the
when Johnny Bohannon will make the
announcements and Willard Alls and
doctrinal sermon to be by Rev. Eugene
Steve Sizninons will lead the prayers.
The song service will be led by Alan
Jones at 8:30 a. m.and by Jerry Bolls at
10:40a. m.and six p. m.
Serving on the Extension Department
will be Webb Caldwell, Garry Evans,
Alan Jones, and Ray Karraker.Serving
the Lord's Supper on Sunday'will be
The Grace Baptist Church,607 South
John Steele, Lenith Rogers, Enunanuel
Ninth
Street, Murray, will hear their
Manners,and Bob Miller.
The men serving the congregation for pastor, Rev. R. J. Burpoe,speak at the
10:45 a.m,,worship services, and Dr. H.
The Lord's Supper during October
C. Chiles at the seven p.m. worship
include James Payne,Earl Steele, Glen
services on Sunday,October 17.
Gibbs, Gene Paul l(ing, Mike Lyons,
Dr. Chiles will be speaking Sunday
Larry Evans, Russell Curd, Ron
evening
while Re.v.. Burpoe is in a
.MONutr, Art Jewell,'She Parker, Rule
revival meeting at the High Point'
Suiter, and Wayne Wilson.
Baptist Church, Mayfield. The evening
worship will start at 6:30 p.m. with
singing.
The Adult Choir will be singing at the
morning services with John F. Wood as
Holy Communion will be celebrated
director and Dwain Jones as organist
and Anita Underhill as pianist.
by St. John's Episcopal Church, Main
Steve Smotherman is superintendent
arid Broach Streets, Murray, on Sunof the Sunday School at 9:45 a.m.
day, October 17, at 9:45 a. m.
Acolyte will be Ray Rodden.
Sunday. He will also conduct the prayer
services on Wednesday at seven p.m.
Chucch School will be at eleven a. m.

Grace Baptists
To Hear Pastor
And Dr.. Chiles

Funeral Services
Scheduled Sunday
For Ivan Gream

Blood River Association To
Hold Its 107th Annual Meet

OCTOBER CITIZENS—October Citizens of the Month at Calloway County High School are Ten Morris, daughter of _Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Morris, and
Tommy Futrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Futrell. The award is given by the
CCHS Student Council.
Stan Photo by David Hill

SCHOOL
LuncH mEnu
Menus for the week Of October 18 to 22
at the lunchrooms at the Murray City
Schools have been released by Glinda
Jeffrey, Food Service Director, as
follows:
CARTER AND ROBERTSON —
Monday — Hot dog, creamed potatoes,
and donut, mixed vegetables at
Robertson and ...kraut at Carter;
Tuesday — sausage, fruit gelatin, rolls
and jelly, blackeyed peas at Carter,
creamed • potatoes at Robertson;
Wednesday — taco 'salad, Mexican
beans, applesauce, and cookie;
Thursday — hamburger, French fries,
slaw, and ice cream; Friday — sloppy
joe, corn on cob, bean salad, and
chocolate cake.
MURRAY MIDDLE — Monday —
bar-b-gued beef, green peas, slaw, and
cookie; Tuesday — pizza, buttered
potato, mixed vegetables, and cookie;
Wednesday — chicken fried steak,
creamed potatoes, green beans, rolls,
butter, and jelly; Thursday — tacos,
lettuce, tomatoes, cheese, Mexican
beans, and donut; Friday — submarine
with lettuce, whole kernel corn, mixed
fruit, and chocolate cake.
MURRAY HIGH — Monday — potato
pup and cake; Tuesday — pizza and
cookie; Wednesday — chicken fried
steak, rolls, butter,and jelly; Thursday
— taco and ice cream; Friday — ham
sandwich and vanilla pudding.
Vegetables are not listed due to the
large variety available.
Hamburger line is daily at Murray
Middle and Murray High Schools.

CB Club To Meet
Here On Monday

- Episcopal Church
Plans Services

The Bluegrass State C. B. Club will
hold its regular monthly business
meeting on Monday,October 18, at 7:00
p. m. in the court room of the Calloway
County Court House.
Plans for the semi-annual Coffee
Break to be held November 6 from 5:00
to 11:00 p. m. at Beshear Gym,Murray
State University, will be discussed.
The club recently made a cash
donation of $100 to one family, and
purchased groceries for two other
needy families with funds derived from
the last Coffee Break held by the club,a
spokesman said.

Dr. David Roos
To Speak, First

Meadows, pastor of the Bethel Church..
An election of officers will. be held at
this session.
The closing session will be held
Tuesday, October 19, at seven p. m. at
the First Baptist Church, Murray.
Rev. Earl Warford, director of
missions for the association, will give
his report, and Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor
emeritus of the First church, will bring
the message.

Baptist Church
To Hear Pastor
Sunday Services
The First Baptist Church will hold
regular worship services on Sunday,
October 17, at 10:45 a. m. and seven p.
m. with Dr. Bill Whittaker, minister,as
speaker, and Dr. Ralph Churchill will
be guest music director.
"Servant Of All" with scripture
from Mark 10:35-45 will be the morning
sermon subject with "The Sad Shall Be
Glad" with scripture from Matthew 5:.4
the evening sermon subject.
The Adult Choir, directed by Mrs.
Joan Bowker,. will present special
music at the morning service along
with a solo by Dr. Churchill. Al the
evening service special music will be
by the Ladies Choir, and a -solo, "My
Tribtite" by Mrs.Ron Wright. --Bro. G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Jamie Washer, deacon
of the week, win assist in the morning
'Services. Dr. Durwood Beatty will give
the invocation at the evening-service. ,
Taking the offering on Sunday will be
Stanford Andrus, Jerry Shelton,
Dannie Harrison, James Rogers, Guy
Billingt on, Eddie Jones, and Danny
Adams,
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a. m.

1977 Plymouth

Announcing the small car
with the Accenton Comfort

Christian Church

Dr. Edwin Strohecker, director of the
"A Christian -Approach To -What It
Murray State University Library, has
Means To Be Popular!" will be
been named vice-president and
discussed by Dr. David C. Roos in his
president-elect of the Kentucky Library
sermon at the 10:45 a. m. services on
Association.
Sunday, October 17, at the First
Dr. Strohecker, a native of AllenChristian Church ( Disciples of Christ
town, Pa., who has been at Murray
The Junior Choir will sing the anState since 1972, was elected to the ICLA
them, "Prayer Of The Norwegian
positions Oct. 9 at the conclusion of the
Child." Jean Fleming will be worship
annual associational conference in
leader and Traci Eldredge and Debbie
Louisville. .Last year, he served as
Roos will be candle lighters. Greeters
chairman of its library education
will be Mrs. Corinne McNutt and Voris
section.
Wells.
Before corning to Murray, Dr.
Elders serving will be Walt Apperson
Strohecker, who also recently was
and Dr. Woodfin Hutson. Deacons will
advisory
reappointed to the governor's
be Henry Fulton, B. D. Hall, John Ford
council on libraries, was a professor
Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan McKeel,
depargraduate
the
of
and chairman
Robert Put toff, and Steve Shaw.
tment of library science at Spalding
'The flowers will be in memory of
College in Louisville for 13 years.
Clyde Jones by-his family.
Others attending the conference from
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a. m.
the Murray library staff included: Mrs.
The yodth will meet for choir practice
the
of
pastor
Miss
White,
Jerrell
Williams,
Rev.
14aurie Gray, Mrs. Lilly
five p. m. Sunday. Both youth groups
at
Jetta Culpepper, Dr. Yushin Yoo, Memorial Baptist Church, Main and
yilI meet for supper at 5:30 p. m. and
at
speak
will
Murray,
Schabert,
Streets,
Tenth
'
Daniel
James Reddick,
meetings at six p.m.
James Carpenter and Miss Carol both the 10:50 a. m. and seven p. m.
Vesper services will be held at six p.
Veitch, a Member of the library science services on Sunday, October 17, at the
m.
.
church.
department,
ChriSlian Men's rellOwgIfip-%Ml meir
- The Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Wednesday, October 20, at six p. m.
Rev. Ron Hampton with Margaret
with the First United Methodist Church
Wilkins as organist and Dianne Dixon
Men.
as pianist, will sing "Saviour, Like A
Shepherd Lead,Us" at the morning
services.
' Bill Halford, deacon of the week, will
asist in the morning services during
which the ordinance of baptism will be
The students ,of the Sunday School
observed.
will sing in the regular worship service
"Responsible Living" will be the
of Immanuel Lutheran Church on ' 'Church Teaching will be ati:40 a. m.
subject of the sermon by Dr. James A.
with Elbert Thornason as director, and
October 17. Liz Williams, one of the
Fisher, Sr., at the 8:46-and 10:50 a..m.
Church Training will be at six p. m.
teachers, will be the director
services on Sunday, October 17, at'The
with RichartrNewcom as direct or.
Greeters tar this service will be Lyda
First United Methodist Church. His t ext
Family night potluck supper will be - will be from Acts 5:33-42.
Dunisch and-Sarah Finzer. The acolyte
held Wednesday at six p. m. with Earl
will be Mike Friebel. Ralph Lorenz and
Denise Reynolds will sing a solo,
Shoemake of the Christian Social
Don Mueller will serve as ushers.
"Nobody Knows The Trouble I've
Ministries, Department of the KenFollowing the worship service will be
Seen," at the early service.
tucky Baptist Convention.
the monthly potluck dinner. The special
The Chancel Choir, directed by Paul
program for this month, sponsored by
Shahan with Mrs. Richard Farrell as
LAKE DATA
the congregation's Adult Bible Class,
organist, will sing the anthem, "The
Kentucky Lake,7 a. m.355.4, up 0.1:
will be the film entitled "Morning
Lord Is My Strength" at the service at
Below dam 305.1, up 1.8.
Slay." This film, about the daily life and
10:50.
Barkley Lake,7 a. tn. 355.3, up 0.1.
Work of a,shepherd, ikdone against the
Church School will be.held between
Below dam 312.3, up 1.8.
background of the familiar 23rd Psalm.
the morning services.
Sunset 6:20. Sunrise 7:05.

Memorial Church
Services Set

Lutherans To
Hear Students
Sing, Services

Dr. Fisher To

Speak At Church

C'mon in and test drive the small car with comfort and more.
You won t believe how .comfortable and
smooth this car rides until you drive it
yourself. Becane of a special suspension.
Volare is one small car that has a ride like
a big car.
Volare even gives you lots of room to be comfortable. In fact. Volare Sedan has more room

than any other American compact in its class
And the same holds true for Volare Wagon.
Stop in and see the good-looking 9
77 Volare Coupe. Sedan and
Wagon You'll find the price on Tiyinouth
Volare. whether you're buying or h
leasing, is pretty comfortable, too i
'
AUTHO
R1ZE
OF
PAA

See your Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer.

Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

753-0632

WIN A1976 FORD PINTO
Register FREE
at any participating
Downtown Merchant

Shop where you Save with the Downtown Murray Merchants Association

•
-7-

Drawing
Oct. 23,5 PM
Courthouse Lawn

